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e are aware that Good and Safe
plumbing is vital to Public Health
and Sanitation. Diarrhoea usually a
symptom of gastroenteritis is one of the
biggest killers of children worldwide and
is responsible for over 13% of deaths in our country among children under 5
years of age. The major cause of this disease is unsafe sanitation.

Editor
Sharatchandra Venkat Rao

Plumbing in the 21st century has developed into a major engineering service.
Indoors Plumbing (within buildings) is as important as outdoor plumbing
(infrastructure) and they should complement each other. So, it is imperative
that to target safe plumbing and sanitation strict compliance in terms of
design, execution, quality and materials is required. This can only be
achieved through code-based regulations.
This edition of IPT focuses on the need for Codes and Standards. This is the
only tool to ensure the quality and safety of equipment, material and
processes. They are very critical to developing good industry practices. It
also helps regulators and Government to enforce uniform discipline on a
sound basis thanks to the involvement of established industry experts
As I pen this page, today being the 22nd of March, ‘World Water Day’ is being
celebrated across the world. Obviously, the deliberations will centre on the
looming water crisis and the measures to be adopted to save and salvage
this precious resource. We in India are facing a dichotomy in the sense that
water is available in plenty in very few areas encouraging wastage and no
access to safe drinking water in almost 50% of the country.
Depletion of lakes for the sake of urbanisation, wastage and pilferage in
transmission and distribution systems coined as Non-Revenue water ( NRW),
indiscriminate abuse and wastage at source, rapid depletion of the ground
water table are few of the issues which needs urgent tackling.
It is a well documented fact that industry and agriculture are the two biggest
consumers of water. This is called ‘Virtual water’ which is not visible but leaves
behind a huge water footprint. The most unfortunate part is that this virtual
water is consumed and lost. Most of it cannot be recycled and reused. The
prudent thing for mankind to do is to consume these resources to the
minimum and not succumb to undesirable greed. Quoting the words of
Mahatma Gandhi “There is sufciency in this world for man’s need but
not for his greed”. So, let us all make our small contributions in our own way
to conserve water and make this world a better place to live for the sake of our
children.
IPA celebrated World Plumbing Day and Founders' Day across all IPA
Chapters through Regional webinars from 26th Feb to 6th March, a social
media contest, #BeAWaterCrusader2021 and a National webinar on 11th
March. This issue also showcases glimpses of these celebrations.
This issue of IPT carries 6 technical papers related to Codes & Standards
and water saving initiatives. I would like to thank all the authors for their
contributions. I hope that the readers will nd the papers interesting.

Sharat V. Rao
Editor, IPT
Past Chair, IPA Mumbai Chapter, 2014-2020
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Codes and Standards : An Overview
- BO Prasanna Kumar

History of Building Codes
Building codes have a long history. The earliest known
written building code is included in the Code of
Hammurabi, which dates from circa 1772 BC. Codes in

developed western nations can be quite complex and
exhaustive. They began in ancient times and have been
developing ever since. In India, after the third Five Year
Plan of the Planning Commission decided that complete
operations involved in construction, such as
administrative, organisational, nancial and technical
aspects, to be studied in depth and was appointed a
Panel in 1965. The panel report revealed that some of
the prevailing methods of construction were
outmoded, some designs were overburdened with
safety factor, building bylaws of municipal bodied were
outdated etc. These studies resulted in a
recommendation that a National Building Code (NBC)
be prepared to unite the building regulations
throughout the country. The than Indian Standard
Institute, now Bureau of Indian Standard entrusted to
prepare National Building Code in 1967. Hence rst
revision of the NBC was published in 1970.

What is a Code and Why It is Required?
A Code is a set of rules and specications for the correct
methods and materials used in a certain product,
building or process, that serve as generally accepted
guidelines recommended for the industry to follow. A
code of practice is intended to ensure the quality and
functionality of plumbing systems and to protect the
health of the occupants of the premises where a
plumbing system is to be installed, as well as the health
of the public in general. Codes exist for the purpose of
safety, quality or other benet. For example, plumbing
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codes exist to ensure system reliability and that building
occupants are safe from health risks, avoid accidents
and spread of disease. The main purpose of codes is to
protect the public by setting up the minimum
acceptable level of safety for buildings, products and
processes. Codes are approved by local, state and/or
central government and can carry the force of law. On
its own, a code is not a law that must be followed but
can be adopted into a law or included in a business
contract. The purpose of codes is to assist that
government agency in meeting its obligation to protect
the general welfare of the population it serves. The
objectives of codes and standards is to provide
protection of general welfare and to prevent damage to
property and injury to or loss of life by persons. These
objectives are accomplished by applying accumulated
knowledge to the avoidance, reduction, or elimination
of denable hazards.

What is a Standard?
A technical standard is an established norm or
requirement. It is usually a formal document that
establishes uniform engineering or technical criteria,
methods, processes and practices. Standards allow for
interchangeability and compatibility of parts, system
interoperability, and they ensure quality, reliability and
safety. When manufactured articles were made by
artisans working individually, each item was unique and
the craftsman made the parts to t each other. When a
replacement part was required, it had to be made
specially to t. However, as the economy grew and
large numbers of an item were required, the
handcrafted method was grossly inefcient. Economies
of scale dictated that parts should be as nearly identical
as possible, and that a usable replacement part would
be available in case it was needed. The key consideration
was that the replacement part had to be
interchangeable with the original one. In the
construction industry, the term 'standards' typically
refers to published documents that are intended to
dene the common specications, methods and
procedures that are to be used.

What is the Difference between a Code and a
Standard?
There are several dictionary denitions to understand
the differences between "codes" and "standards". One

such denitions for "code" is "any set of standards set
forth and enforced by a government for the protection
of public safety, health, etc., as in the structural safety of
buildings (building code), health requirements for
plumbing, ventilation, etc. (sanitary or public health
code), and the specications for re escapes or exits (re
protection code)". Whereas, "Standard" is dened as
"something considered by an authority or by general
consent as a basis of comparison; an approved model".
As a practical matter, codes tell the user what to do and
when and under what circumstances to do it. Codes are
often legal requirements that are adopted by central/
state/ local jurisdictions that then enforce their
provisions. Standards tell the user how to do it and are
usually regarded only as recommendations that do not
have the force of law.
National codes of practice are often designed to cover
all the states, territories or provinces in that country, and
their content applies to all plumbing proposals. In some
instances, the national code may only cover technical
specications and local authorities may need separate
bylaws or regulations to regulate administrative matters
for connection to the authority’s water, sewerage or
drainage systems. Quality assurance is a major strategy
for risk minimisation in the supply of water and disposal
of wastewater. A major component of quality assurance
programmes in plumbing is the use of codes of good
practice that specify the requirements to be met to
assure conformance with norms. Generally, in Code
where reference is made to ‘good practice’ in relation to
design, constructional procedures or other related
information, and where reference is made to ‘accepted
standard’ in relation to material specication, testing,
or other related information, the Indian Standards listed
at the end of the Part/Section shall be used as a guide to
the interpretation.

Introduction to Plumbing Codes and
Standards
Every country has laid down plumbing codes that must
be followed when carrying out any plumbing works.
Since plumbing codes are never static but evolve over
time with respect to new building techniques,
processes, and innovations, it’s important to check with
local building regulators for the latest plumbing codes
to ensure compliance. In India two such codes are
available for plumbing design and installation. One is
prepared by Bureau of Indian Standard (BIS) as National
Building Code of India (NBC) and second one is prepared
jointly by International Association of Plumbing and
Mechanical Ofcials (IAPMO-India) and Indian
Plumbing Association (IPA) as Uniform Illustrated
Plumbing Code – India (UIPC-I).
Indian Plumbing Association (IPA) and IAPMO India
forged an alliance and continue to foster, a strong and

essential partnership to better provide for the plumbing
industry. The latest and most comprehensive plumbing
codes and training and education programs for codebased plumbing installations and maintenance for all of
India developed from this
partnership. Uniform
Illustrated Plumbing Code –
India (UIPC-I), based on
IAPMO’s globally recognized
agship document, was
released in 2008, and a
subsequent versions and
now the latest released in
2017. In addition, the team
of IPA and IAPMO India has
also developed and released
the Uniform Solar Energy Code – India (USEC-I), the
Green Plumbing Code Supplement – India (GPCS-I), and
the 2019 Uniform Swimming Pool Code – India (USPC-I).
This team of experts expanded its portfolio by
responding to the needs of the market and developing a
water efcient ratings scheme, titled 2019 Water
Efcient Products –India (WEP-I), and has since
published and implemented this scheme pan India to
assist efforts in reducing water usage through efcient
xtures and in 2020 revised USEC-I into new, Uniform
Solar, Hydronics and Geothermal Code – India (USHGC-I).
NATIONAL BUILDING CODE OF INDIA 2016, VOLUME
2, PART 9 is referring to Plumbing Services, was rst
published in 1970, made rst revision in 1983, then in
2005 and third revision in 2016 by BIS.
Three separate sections of Part 9 Plumbing Services were
brought out, namely, Section 1 Water supply, Section 2
Drainage and Sanitation, and Section 3 Gas supply.
These sections were subsequently revised in 1983. The
major changes incorporated in the rst revision in
Section 1 Water supply, were: rationalization of
denitions and addition of denitions for more terms;
addition of universal pipe friction diagram and
nomogram of Hazen and Willam’s equation for
discharge computation, deleting the discharge curves
based on Chezy’s formula; introduction of a detailed
clause giving guidance on the design of water supply
system for multi-storeyed buildings; modication to
indicate that no separate storage need be provided for
ushing and domestic purposes for health reasons and
a single storage tank may be provided; modication/
amplication of provisions relating to domestic hot
water supply installations; introduction of a detailed
clause covering recommendations to be considered
while planning and designing water supply systems
peculiar to high altitude and/or sub-zero temperature
regions of the country; and addition of requirements
relating to inspection, testing and maintenance
applicable to hot water supply system. As a result of
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experience gained in implementation of 1983 version of
the Code and feedback received as well as revision of
some of the standards based on which this Section was
formulated, a need to revise this Section was felt. The
last revision was therefore formulated to take care of
these. In the last revision, the erstwhile two sections
were merged and a combined and comprehensive
Section, namely Section 1 Water supply, drainage and
sanitation (including solid waste management), was
brought out.
Gas supply was brought out as Section 2. Following
signicant changes were incorporated in the last
revision of Section 1 on water supply, drainage and
sanitation, in respect to water supply: modication of
provision of water supply requirement; addition of a
new clause on water supply for other than residential
purposes; addition of a new clause on quality of water,
also including therein a sub-clause on waste water
reclamation; modication of the provision regarding
storage of water and introduction of guidelines for
calculating storage capacity; modication, in the design
of distribution system provisions for discharge
computation, to include designed consumer pipes
based on xtures unit also taking into account probable
simultaneous demand instead of earlier computation
based on Reynold’s Number; introduction of an
alternative option of variable speed drive pumping
system to hydro pneumatic system; addition of a new
clause on backow prevention; addition of provision for
suitability of galvanized mild steel tanks on the basis of
pH of the water; detailing of types of hot water heater;
and restructuring of the section was done to make it
more user friendly.
The current revision in 2016 also incorporated for the
rst time the provisions on solid waste management. In
this revision, to address the various and distinct features
related to the plumbing aspects and solid waste
management comprehensively, NBC 2016, Part 9,
Plumbing Services has got four Sections ;
Section 1 covers the requirements of water supply in
buildings. The water supply provisions covered in this
Section encompass the requirements of water supply,
plumbing connected to public water supply, design of
water supply systems, principles of conveyance and
distribution of water within the premises, hot water supply
system, inspection and maintenance of water supply
systems. It also covers design of water supply systems in
high altitudes and/or sub-zero temperature regions. In the
rst version of the Code formulated in 1970.
Section 2 covers the drainage and sanitation
requirements of buildings, design, layout, construction
and maintenance of drains inside buildings and from
the buildings up to the connection to public sewer,
private sewer, individual sewage disposal system,
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cesspool, or to other approved point of disposal/
treatment work. It also covers drainage systems peculiar
to high altitudes and/or sub-zero temperature regions
of the country.
Section 3 covers the solid waste management systems,
assessment of per capita solid waste quantities and
treatment of solid waste within the building, building
complexes and their built environments.
Section 4 covers the safe use of gases for purposes like
fuel, lighting and medical in buildings. The use of gases
for fuel and lighting purposes in buildings is becoming
more and more common in different parts of the
country, and with the advent of new petroleum
complexes and piped gas system, community gas
supply is bound to become one of the important
services like electricity and water supply in buildings.
2017 Uniform Illustrated Plumbing Code - India is a
reafrmed version of the 2014 UIPC-I that include all
necessary updates and enhancements as per the 2015
Guide to Important Code Changes, reviewed and
conrmed by IPA’s Technical Committee. The rst
edition of the Uniform Plumbing Code was ofcially
adopted in North America by IAPMO in 1945. This code
is come into existence to mitigate the disorder due to
divergent plumbing practices across nation. In India
due to rapid development of construction industry
required the plumbing industry to keep pace with
modern plumbing technology, UPC-I was rst published
in 2008 in two volume as code and Illustrated Training
Manual. In order to provide the industry with a focused,
practical and useful code
change document, the 2017
UIPC-I merged the code and
manual to 690 pages of
comprehensive technical
reference to the citizens of
India for safe plumbing
practices and at the same time
allowing latitude for
innovation and introduction of
new technologies. 2017 UIPC-I consists of seventeen
chapters covering with illustration which is generally
missing in other available codes.
Starting three chapters is on administration, denition
and general regulation covering material of
construction, pipes material spacing and supports,
disposal of liquid waste, industrial wastes, prohibited
ttings and practices, water conservation, independent
systems, test gauges, medical gas and vacuum systems.
Chapter 4 is on Plumbing Fixture and Fixture Fittings covering water conserving xture and ttings, more
emphasis on quality of xture, more so on water
conserving xture and ttings and its installation and
setting. This chapter also setting minimum number
required different usage areas.

Chapter 5 on Water Heater - in which proper
international conformity relevant NFPA-54 and Bureau
of Indian Standards publication is referred
appropriately.

Chapter 14 Referenced Standards - references are list of
nationally recognised consciences standards with the
typical designations of BIS, ANSI and other standards
writing organisations.

Chapter 6 of the UIPC-I on Water supply and distribution
- covering water treatment, hot and cold water,
important devices like backow preventers,
atmospheric vacuum breaker which are not much
commonly nd many installations are covered. The
illustrations of using of WSFU make life much easier to
size the piping system.

Chapter 15 Firestop protection - this chapter describing
the requirements of piping penetrations of reresistance-rated walls, oors, ceiling, shafts.

Chapter 7 is on Sanitary drainage - one of the very much
important topic, as waste management and hygienic
conditions is essential for preventing and for protecting
human health during all infectious disease outbreaks.
Correct design methodologies of drain, waste, vent pipe
and ttings both internal and external drainage system
are dealt in this chapter.
Chapter 8 is on Indirect wastes - this chapter set forth
where wastewater does not connect directly to the
drainage system, but conveys liquid waste by
discharging it into a plumbing xture, receptor or
receptacle, which in turn is directly connected to the
drainage system to avoid cross contamination of water
source.
Chapter 9 Vents - One of the most important parts of
plumbing is ventilation. The purpose of a plumbing vent
is to help regulate the air pressure in plumbing system,
just as the pipes drain the water, the vent is there to help
get rid of any of the gases that have built-up in
plumbing system. As the gases contains harmful
pathogens need to keep away from living areas. This
section of code brings out requirement, sizing,
termination aspects of plumbing.
Chapter 10 Traps & interceptors - Each plumbing xture,
excepting those having integral traps with appropriate
water seal is described in this chapter. Also, grease traps
and interceptors are important because sewer
collection systems and treatment plants are not
designed to handle heavy concentrations of grease, fat
and oils. If grease gets by grease traps and makes its way
into the sewer system, it can form blockages and cause
major backups.
Chapter 11 Storm drainage - Storm water management
is the effort to reduce runoff, harvest and recharge also
highlighting design aspects of subsoil drainage of
basements and backow prevention.
Chapter 12 Fuel gas piping - in which proper
international conformity relevant NFPA-54 and Bureau
of Indian Standards publication, Indian Petroleum Act,
Indian Boiler Act and Indian Explosives Act is referred
appropriately.
Chapter 13 Health care facilities and medical gases
pipeline systems (MGPS) - explanations given in this
chapter are in conformity with the NFPA-99, Indian
Pharmacopeia are referred.

Chapter 16 Alternative water source for non-potable
applications - The demand of fresh water conservation
around the world is growing while supplies are
dwindling and cost of producing potable water is
increasing. Hence, this chapter is focusing on the
provisions for alternative water sources for non-potable
applications for grey water, reclaimed water and on-site
treated non-potable water systems.
Chapter 17 Non-potable rainwater catchment system The provisions of this chapter is to explain the
installation, construction, alteration, and repair of nonpotable rainwater catchment systems as rainwater
catchment is a viable alternate water source used
around world to supplement the existing water supply.

Conclusion:
Hence, codes and standards provide a common
language and requirements for the design,
construction, and operations of buildings. Such codes
and standards have long served as the main tool in
setting agreed-upon norms in a jurisdiction. Code of
construction practice sets out the standards and
procedures to which a developer or contractor must
adhere in order to manage the potential environmental
impacts of construction works.

BO Prasanna Kumar
Jt. Managing Director of
DesignTree Services
Consultants Pvt. Ltd,
Bengaluru

BO Prasanna Kumar is one of the co-founder and Joint
Managing Director of DesignTree Services Consultants
Pvt. Ltd, having corporate ofce at Bangalore and
branches at Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata and
Vijayawada. For over three decades he is carrying out
design services like water supply system, sewerage
network, sewage treatment plants, water treatment
plants, solid waste management etc. He is also the
Chairman for IPA Bengaluru Chapter and member
of IPA Technical Committee and Convener for
Center of Excellence. He can be reached on
bengaluru@indianplumbing.org
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Importance of Codes, Standards and
Specications for Plumbing in Built Environment
- Dr. S. Virapan

Introduction
A Standard can be dened as a set of technical
denitions and guidelines. They serve common
language in dening quality and establishing safety
criteria for the projects. Standards are documents that
establish engineering or technical requirements for
products, practices, methods or operations. A code is a
standard that has been adopted by one or more
governmental bodies and can be enforced by law. Code
is required to provide a set of rules that specify the
minimum acceptable level of safety and quality for
manufacturer, fabricated or constructed objects.
Specications provide specic additional requirements
for materials components or services beyond the code
or standard requirements.
Codes and standards are grouped as System design
code, Material standard and Dimensional standard.
System design code covers – Requirements for
materials, types of components, design requirements,
Fabrication, assembly, installation requirements and
inspection and testing requirements. Material
standard covers – Manufacturing process, Chemical
property, mechanical property, Heat treatment
requirements, Mechanical testing requirements, Non –
destructive testing and inspection requirements,
Acceptable tolerance for imperfection, defect repair
and acceptance, marking requirements, supplementary
requirements, and general requirements. Dimensional
standard covers – different standard for different
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components gives product specic requirements in
general standard sizes, inside and outside diameters,
wall thickness, pressure temperature ratings, threading
requirements, gasket thickness and nishing
requirements, end types for pipe and ttings,
permissible variance in dimensions.

Purpose of codes and standards in plumbing:
A code of practice is intended to ensure the quality and
functionality of plumbing systems and to protect the
health of the occupants of the premises where a
plumbing system is to be installed, as well as the health
of the public in general. National codes of practice are
often designed to cover all the states, territories or
provinces in the country, and their content applies to all
plumbing proposals. In some instances, the national
code may only cover technical specications and local
authorities may need separate by-laws or regulations to
regulate administrative matters for connection to the
authority’s water, sewerage or drainage systems.
Quality assurance is a major strategy for risk
minimization in the supply of water and disposal of
wastewater. A major component of quality assurance
programs in plumbing is the use of codes of good
practice that specify the requirements to be met to
assure conformance with norms. These codes are
usually supported by legislation or by local government
regulations and are therefore referred to as codes of
practice or mandatory codes of practice.

Standards are documents that describe the important
features of a product, service or system. There are
thousands of standards in use around the world. They
cover everything from the simplest screw thread to the
most complex information technology network. By
applying standards, organizations can help to ensure
that their products and services are consistent,
compatible, safe and effective. Today, products are
assembled from components made in different
countries, and are then sold around the world, so
standards are more important than ever. Two of the
most important international agencies for
standardization are the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). ISO and IEC
standards are often adopted by countries as voluntary
standards, or included in national rules and regulations.
Standards prepared by some American associations are
used as international standards. Here are some
examples: American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM), American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME), and the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE).
Quality standards are dened as documents that
provide requirements, specications, guidelines, or
characteristics that can be used consistently to ensure
that materials, products, processes, and services are t
for their purpose. Standards provide organizations with
the shared vision, understanding, procedures, and
vocabulary needed to meet the expectations of their
stakeholders. Because standards present precise
descriptions and terminology.

Customer
focus
Relationship
management

Evldencebased
decision
making

Leadership

Quality
Standards

Improvement

Engagement
of people

Process
approach

Principles of Quality Standards

Codes of practice attempt to minimize risk by
specifying technical standards of design, materials,
workmanship and maintenance for plumbing systems.

The primary aims of a plumbing code of practice are to
ensure the following:
• that planners, administrators and plumbers develop
the required competency
• that standards are set to ensure that plumbing
assemblies, materials and technologies are safe and
effective
• that plumbing installations meet standards
• that plumbing installations are maintained to ensure
continuous safety and effectiveness.
The economic, geographic, demographic and cultural
circumstances relating to plumbing needs vary from
country to country and from state to state. The
plumbing code of practice for any given community
must take these variations into account and specify
minimum standards accordingly.
One of the most effective ways to establish standards
and ensure compliance is through a national
plumbing code of practice that is enforced by a
national government department or ministry. This
national authority may in turn delegate its powers to
state, provincial or local governments. In this way, a set
of all-inclusive national standards and regulations can
be adopted in whole or in part to suit the specic
requirements of the particular jurisdiction.
Some examples of local variations could include piping
materials to suit local corrosive water conditions, or the
depth of buried piping required to prevent freezing.
In some areas, the local authority may establish
committees to advise it on matters dealing with the
administration of the plumbing code. This could be in
the form of a plumbing board to deal with the
qualications and licensing of plumbers, and a
committee to deal with technical issues in the code of
practice. These committees would ideally include design
engineers, installation contractors and labor
representatives.
The responsibility for overseeing the implementation of
the code of practice is awarded to a designated
authority such as a national or state government
department or a local government organization. The
designated authority must have the requisite
competence, and the power and responsibility to
enforce compliance within its area of jurisdiction. The
essential feature of the authority is that responsibility
and power of implementation are vested in a single
identiable body, whose responsibilities and
authority are clearly defined in the plumbing code of
practice. The concept of undivided responsibility for
enforcing the code of practice is particularly important
since there may be numerous authorities that have
specic roles and requirements linked to plumbing
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systems. They may include water and sewerage
authorities, health departments, building (including
plumbing) code ofcials, food and drug ofcials, and
bodies that deal with environment, tourism, housing,
industry and transportation. Plumbing codes of practice
should address the unique requirements of each of
these different bodies so that a building owner, builder
or plumber needs to deal with a single authority.

standardization of equipment used in public health
engineering including their design, manufacture,
testing, operation and maintenance
Ÿ

IS 1172
Code of basic requirements for water
supply, drainage and sanitation

Ÿ

IS 1742 Code of practice for building drainage

Ÿ

IS:1950 Code of practice for sound insulation of
non-industrial buildings

Ÿ

IS 2064 Code of practice for selection, installation
and maintenance of sanitary appliances

Ÿ

IS 2065 Code of practice for water supply in
buildings

Ÿ

IS 2470 (Part1) Code of practice for installation of
septic tanks: design, criteria and construction

Ÿ

IS 2470 (Part 2) Code of practice for installation of
septic tanks: Part 2 Secondary treatment and
disposal of septic tank efuent

Ÿ

IS 3114 Code of practice for laying of cast iron pipes

Ÿ

IS 4111 (Part 1) Code of practice for ancillary
structures in sewerage system: Part I Manholes

Ÿ

IS 4111 (Part 2) Code of practice for ancillary
structures in sewerage system: Flushing tanks

Ÿ

IS 4127 Code of practice for laying of glazed
stoneware pipes

Ÿ

IS 5329 Code of practice for sanitary pipe work
above ground for buildings

Ÿ

IS 5822 Code of practice for laying of electrically
welded steel pipes for water supply

Ÿ

IS 6295 Code of practice for water supply and
drainage in high altitudes and/or sub-zero
temperature regions

Ÿ

IS 6924 Code of practice for the construction of
refuse chutes in multistoreyed buildings

• Plans of Storm and Sanitary drainage system and
their mode of disposal.

Ÿ

IS 7558 Code of practice for domestic hot water
installations

• Set of calculations determining water tank
capacities, daily water consumption, sanitary and
storm drainage generation and rain harvesting
details.

Ÿ

IS 7740 Code of practice for construction and
maintenance of road gullies

Ÿ

IS 9110 Specication for hand operated augers for
cleaning water-closets pipes and sewers

• Public/municipal water connection size and details

Ÿ

• Water treatment, Sewage Treatment, septic tank
details and disposal

IS 10446 Glossary of terms relating to water supply
and sanitation

Ÿ

IS 11208 Guidelines for registration of plumbers

IS Codes for Public Health Engineering

Ÿ

IS 11387 Requirements for high pressure jetting
machine for sewer cleaning

Ÿ

IS 11397 Specication for attachment tools for
power driven rodding machine for sewers

Ÿ

IS 11906 Recommendations for cement mortar
lining for cast iron mild steel and ductile-iron pipes
and ttings for transportation of water

Applications for approval to install plumbing
systems
The process of application for a plumbing proposal will
vary from authority to authority and from State to State.
Some authorities may only require a written application,
and others may require plans and gures detailing the
plumbing proposal supported by existing building
details and this to be attached along with building
architectural plans. If the authority requires standard
forms to be used for applications, approvals, appeals or
other purposes, a schedule with a sample of forms can
be attached to the code.
Typically the authorities may ask for the following but
not limited to:
•

Plans showing all plumbing xtures, soil-pipe, drain,
water service, ventilating pipe, storm water pipe,
grease-trap, interceptor or other apparatus, if
required, to mention the size and gradient of all
drains and the diameter of all piping

• The level of the lowest oor of the building and of
the surrounding open spaces, and the relative level
of the highway, street, lane, and the invert of sewer
which is to be connected to the drains.
• The position and diameter of the proposed water
service between the main and the premises, as well
as the size, gradient and line of any drain, septic tank
or other method of waste disposal.

Following are the IS codes which are used for
standardization in the Public Health Engineering
including standardization in the eld of water supply,
drainage and sanitation in buildings, including laying of
pipelines, plumbing systems for buildings, ancillary
structures for water supply and sewerage and
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Ÿ

IS 11925 Specication for pitch-impregnated bre
pipes and ttings for drainage purposes

Description for few important codes
mentioned in the list above:

Ÿ

IS 11931 Specication for sewer cleaning metal rods

Ÿ

IS 11972 Code of practice for safety precautions to
be taken when entering a sewerage system

IS 10446 - Glossary of terms relating to water supply
and sanitation.

Ÿ

IS 12183(Part 1) Code of practice for plumbing in
multi-storeyed buildings: Water supply

Ÿ

IS 12251 Code of practice for drainage of buildings

Ÿ

IS 12288 Code of practice for use and laying of
ductile iron

Ÿ

IS 12314 Code of practice for sanitation with
leaching pits for rural community

Ÿ

IS 13496 General requirements of suction machine
for cleaning sewers, manholes and ancillary
structures provided on sewer line and closed storm
water

Ÿ

IS 10446 Glossary of terms relating to water supply
and sanitation

Ÿ

IS 10500 Drinking water

Ÿ

IS 11208 Guidelines for registration of plumbers

Ÿ

IS 11387 Requirements for high pressure jetting
machine for sewer cleaning

Ÿ

IS 11397 Specication for attachment tools for
power driven rodding machine for sewers

Ÿ

IS:11624
water

Ÿ

IS 11906 Recommendations for cement mortar
lining for cast iron mild steel and ductile-iron pipes
and ttings for transportation of water

Ÿ

IS 11925 Specication for pitch-impregnated bre
pipes and ttings for drainage purposes

Ÿ

IS 11931 Specication for sewer cleaning metal rods

Ÿ

IS 11972 Code of practice for safety precautions to
be taken when entering a sewerage system

Ÿ

IS 12183(Part 1) Code of practice for plumbing in
multi-storeyed buildings: Part 1 Water supply

Ÿ

IS 12251 Code of practice for drainage of buildings

Ÿ

IS 12288 Code of practice for use and laying of
ductile iron

Ÿ

IS:12976 Solar water heating systems

Ÿ

IS:15797 Roof top rainwater harvesting - Guidelines

Ÿ

SP 35(S&T): 1987 Handbook on water supply and
drainage with special emphasis on plumbing.

Ÿ

CPHEEO Manual - Central Public Health and
Environmental Engineering Organization Manual

Ÿ

ECBC – Energy Conservation Building Code

Ÿ

EP Act – Environmental Protection Act

Ÿ

SP 7 – National Building Code 2016

Guidelines for the quality of irrigation

As there are a number of technical terms in use in the
eld of water supply and sanitation, standardization of
terminology would be useful to engineers, architects,
contractors and others in the profession. This standard
covers denitions of the terms relating to water supply
and sanitation.
IS 1172 - Drainage and Sanitation
In this code requirements of water supply for residences
has been listed based on population of the
community. However, for Lower Income Group (LIG)
and Economical Weaker Section of Society (EWS), the
value of minimum requirement of water supply has
been retained as 135 liters per head per day. Fire
demand in buildings has been catered to, by giving
reference to a suitable standard. This standard lays
down basic requirements for water supply, drainage
and sanitation for residential, commercial, industrial
and other types of buildings in urban areas including
railway platforms, bus stations and terminals, seaports,
airports and market yards.
IS 10500 – Drinking water
Pesticide residues limits and test methods given in this
code are based
on
consumption
pattern,
persistence and available manufacturing data. The
limits have been specied based on WHO (World Health
Organization) guidelines. In case where WHO
guidelines are not available, the standards available
from other countries have been examined and
incorporated, taking in view the Indian conditions. In
this code additional requirements for ammonia,
chloramines, barium, molybdenum, silver, sulphide,
nickel, polychlorinated
biphenyls
have
been
incorporated while the requirements for colour,
turbidity, total hardness, free residual chlorine, iron,
magnesium, mineral oil, boron,
cadmium,
total
arsenic, lead, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons,
pesticides and bacteriological requirements have
been modied.
National Building Code (2016)
National Building Code of India is a single document in
which, the information contained in various Indian
Standards is woven into a pattern of continuity and
cogency with the interdependent requirements of Parts/
Sections carefully analysed. The Code contains
regulations which can be immediately adopted or
enacted for use by various departments, municipal
administrations and public bodies. It lays down a set of
minimum provisions designed to protect the safety of
the public with regard to structural sufciency, re
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hazards and health aspects of buildings; so long as
these basic requirements are met, the choice of
materials and methods of design and construction are
left to the ingenuity of the building professionals. The
Code also covers aspects of administrative provisions,
development control rules and general building
requirements; re safety requirements; stipulations
regarding materials and structural design; rules for
design of electrical installations, lighting, air
conditioning and heating, installation of lifts; provisions
for ventilation, acoustics and plumbing services, such
as water supply, drainage, sanitation and gas supply
Part 9 Plumbing services
This Code (Part 9/Section 1) covers the requirements of
water supply in buildings. The water supply provisions
covered in this Section encompass the requirements of
water supply, plumbing connected to public water
supply, design of water supply systems, principles of
conveyance and distribution of water within the
premises, hot water supply system, inspection and
maintenance of water supply. It also covers design of
water supply systems in high altitudes and/or sub-zero
temperature regions. Introduction of a detailed clause
giving guidance on the design of water supply system
for multi-storied buildings; modication to indicate that
separate storage need be provided for ushing and
domestic purposes for health reasons and a single
storage tank may not be provided; modication/
amplication of provisions relating to domestic hot
water supply installations; introduction of a detailed

clause covering recommendations to be considered
while planning and designing water supply systems
peculiar to high altitude and/or sub-zero temperature
regions of the country; and addition of requirements
relating to inspection, testing and maintenance
applicable to hot water supply system.
Central Public Health and Environmental
Engineering Organization Manual
Central Public Health and Environmental Engineering
Organization (CPHCEO) has brought out Manual on
Water Supply and Waste water treatment with a view to
provide valuable guidelines to the Public Health and
Engineering Department, Water Boards and Municipal
bodies on the basis norms, standards and latest
development in this eld. It gives latest updates on
water quality standards, per capita water
supply
norms, water conservation, metering, and availability of
various kinds of pipes etc.
2020 Uniform Illustrated Plumbing Code - India
(UIPC-I)
This is a very comprehensive Plumbing Code jointly
developed by Indian Plumbing Association (IPA) and
International Association of Plumbing & Mechanical
Ofcials (IAPMO), USA. It covers design and installation
procedures for all aspects of plumbing & Sanitation
which includes Water Supply Cold & Hot, Sanitary
drainage, Storm Drainage, Grease separators etc. This
code was rst published in 2008 and has undergone
revisions every three years from thereon.

Dr. S. Virapan
Chairman & Managing Director
Sanvir Associates
Dr. S. Virapan, Professor Easwari Engineering College and Chairman of Sanvir
Associates, Peer Review consultant for Building Services, Chennai
Sanvir Associates, Chennai which offers end-to-end solution for Mechanical,
Electrical, and Public Health Engineering services for a wide variety of building and
water projects.
He is also an IPA National Executive Committee member from IPA Chennai Chapter.
He can be reached on virapans@gmail.com
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IS 1742: 1983: Code of practice
for Building Drainage
(Second Revision)
By V. Srinivas

Introduction: The code was rst published in 1960 and
subsequently revised in 1972, 1983. The code of 1983
was reafrmed in 1996 and is valid even today. The code
is a standard of good practice and hence takes the form
of recommendations. This is an important code for
planning of Drainage systems and is the reference
document even for National Building Code of India.
Scope: This code deals with Design, Layout,
Construction and maintenance of drains for
wastewater, surface water, sub soil water and sewage
together with all other associated works like manholes,
connectivity within buildings or conveyance to public
sewers.
Definitions and Terminology: Many terms used in
Drainage systems are known to everyone like sullage
water, manhole, drop manhole, Gully trap. These terms
are usually known to all plumbing engineers. However,
following are the systems of Drainage as per this code:
a) Combined system: In this system foul water and
surface water are conveyed through same pipe
b) Separate system: In this system foul water and
surface water are conveyed through separate pipes
c) Partially separate system: A Modication of
Separate system and combined system where part of
pipes convey both foul water and surface water.
Design Considerations:
Aim: The aim is to provide a system of self-cleaning
velocities to convey soil, waste, surface or sub surface
water so as to remove such wastes effectively and
speedily to a public sewer without causing any nuisance
or health hazard.
Data for design: Some of the important points to be
studied for designing shall be
Ÿ

Site plan,

Ÿ

local bye laws if any,

Ÿ

peak discharge based on type of occupancy,

Ÿ

availability of sewers and their Invert levels to
discharge,

PART 1

Ÿ

nature of sewage to be conveyed (some
manufacturing units may have different type of
efuent other than sewage),

Ÿ

cover for the piping, location and layout of other
services, Reinstatement of surfaces in case of existing
roadways,

Ÿ

damage to other nearby buildings or structures,

Ÿ

diversion and control of trafc in case of diverting
through public spaces,

Ÿ

Wayleaves (easements) in case of going through
other’s land,

Ÿ

Sub soil conditions while laying piping

Drainage into Public Sewer: Where Public sewers are
available, the following information shall be obtained
from relevant authorities
Ÿ

Position of Sewers with respect to proposed building

Ÿ

Its Invert levels

Ÿ

Type of system- Combined, Separate, or Partially
separate system

Ÿ

Material and Condition of sewer

Ÿ

Whose responsibility to make connection

Ÿ

Whether an intercepting trap is required

Ÿ

Approval for manholes across roadways

Other methods of disposal : Where disposal to a public
sewer is not feasible, foul water shall be adequately
treated and discharged into natural water course, or on
surface of ground or to by sub soil dispersion (It shall be
noted that Ministry of Environment & Forests and
Pollution control board are no more allowing
disposing of treated effluent to natural water course
or through sub soil drains and insist that entire
water shall be reused).
Disposal of Surface and sub soil water: In the absence
of surface water drainage system, and if practical and
permissible, it can be diverted to natural water courses,
subjected to verication of the ood levels and approval
by authority concerned.
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Layout:
Ÿ

Sewage and sullage shall be connected to sewers.

Ÿ

Rainwater shall be dealt separately. Storm water
from courtyards may be connected to sewers, if
there is no other alternative method to drain, after
obtaining permission from the concerned authority
(This is not allowed as per Environmental
clearances).

"Drainage Fixture Units (DFU) for Different
Fixtures with Minimum Pipe Sizes"
S. Type of Fixture
No

Application
Private

1

Public

Min Trap
Size
mm

Bathroom group (water
closet wash basin bidet and
tub or shower)
a) Water closet(ush valve)

8

b) Water closet(ush tank)

6

Ÿ

Layout shall be simple, direct and economical.

Ÿ

Pipes shall be protected against dust and vermin and
sealed especially where they enter buildings.
Materials shall be rodent proof.

2

Bathtub

3

3

Bar sink

1

2

40

4

Ablution faucet/bidet

1

2

40

Sanitary pipe work shall be as per IS 5329.

5

Clothes washer

3

3

50

Pipes shall be laid in straight line with uniform
gradient. Bends or turnings shall occur only near
Manholes or inspection chambers. Terminal bends at
junctions shall be 1/8th or 1/16th.

6

Dishwasher

2

2

40

7

Drinking fountain

0.5(0.75)

32

8

Floor Drain

1

2

50

9

Wash basin

Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

All junctions shall be oblique and angle not more
than 60 deg.
Avoid laying drains under the building to the extent
possible. Where it is unavoidable, shall be avoided at
least below kitchen/ bedrooms and taken below
staircases/ passageways and laid in a straight line
with inspection chambers/ manholes immediately
outside building and only cast-iron pipes shall be
laid.
Where there is a risk of sewer becoming surcharged
during storms, all gullies and chambers shall be
above the level of maximum surcharge of sewer.
Where this is not possible, an anti-ood valve made
out of anti-corrosive metal shall be installed in the
manhole nearest to junction of drain and sewer.

Ÿ

Distance between inspection chamber and gully
chamber shall not exceed 6m.

Ÿ

Drainage plan indicating the piping in various oors
with connectivity up to Public sewers by indicating
various invert levels. Also colour coding of various
pipes as given below
¨

Sewers

¨

Wastewater & Rainwater Pipes : Blue

: Red

¨

Existing network

: Black

Estimation of Max flow of Sewage: The peak ow of
sewage in a building is decided by the simultaneous
discharge of probable maximum number of discharging
appliances. For this calculation, a loading factor has
been assigned for every xture in terms of xture units,
considering their probability and frequency of use. The
Table 18 given in NBC -2016- Part 9-Section 2 is more
elaborate and also gives fixture units for Private or
public facilities. However, IS 1742 do not
differentiate them. Also, the Trap sizes in NBC 2016
are updated over IS 1742.
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40

1

1

32

1.5

3

50

11 Kitchen sink

2

2

40

12 Shower

2

2

50

13 Laundry sink

2

2

40

6

80

10 Service or mop basin\sink

14 Clinical or surgeon's Scurb sink
15 Urinal(with ush valve)

2

2(3)

50

16 Urinal(with ush tank)

2

2(3)

50

17 Urinal with sensor operated

2

2(3)

50

18 Water closet(ush valve)

4

6(8)

80

19 Water closet(ush tank)

3

4(6)

80

20 Combination xture(faucet)

1

2

40

FIXTURE UNITS FOR DIFFERENT SANITARY
APPLIANCE OF GROUP
S. Type of Fixture
No
1

Fixture Unit Value
Load Factor

One bath room group consisting of
water closet wash basin and bath
tub or shower stail

1.1 Tank water closet

6

1.2 Flash valve water closet

8
3

2

Bath tub*

3

Bidet

3

4

Combination sink-and-tray(drain board)

3

5

Drinking fountain

1\2

6

Floor trapst

1

7

Kitchen sink,domestic

2

8

Wash basin ordinary

1

9

Wash basin surgeon's

2

10 Shower stall domestic

2

11 Shower(group) per head

3

12 Urinal wall lip

4

13 Urinal stall

4

14 Water closet tank-operated

4

15 Water closet valve-operated

8

*

A shower head over a bath tub does not increase the xture value

*

Size of oor trap shall be determined by the area of surface water to
be drained

*

Wash basin with 32mm and 40 mm trap have the same load value

Based on Fixture units and whether Flush valve or Flush tank is employed, the peak flow can be obtained from
the Graphs given by the code. The graphs/ tables are worked out by Dr Roy Hunter ion 1940 and the same are
being followed by all codes.
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FIXTURE UNITS THAT CAN BE CONNECTED TO BRANCHES AND STACKS
S.No

Pipe Dia

Any Horizontal
xture Branch

One stack of 3 Storeys
in Height or 3 Intervals

More than 3 Storeys in Height
Total for Stack

Total at one storey
on branch interval
1
2
6
9
16
90
200
350
600
1000
1500

1
30
1
2
2
2
40
3
4
8
3
50
6
10
24
4
65
12
20
42
5
75
20
30
60
6
100
160
240
500
7
125
360
540
1100
8
150
620
960
1900
9
200
1400
2200
3600
10
250
2500
3800
5600
11
300
3900
6000
8400
12
375
7000
*Depending upon the probability of simultaneous use of appliance considering the frequency of use and peak
Does not include branches of the building sewer

Max Number of Fixtures that can be connected to Building Drains & Sewers
S.No

Pipe Dia

GRADIENT
1/200

1/100
1/50
1/25
1
100
180
216
250
2
150
700
840
1000
3
200
1400
1600
1920
2300
4
250
2500
2900
3500
4200
5
300
3900
4600
5600
6700
6
375
7000
8300
10000
12000
Note:-Maximum number of xture units that may be connected to any portion (see note 2) of the building sewer is given
NOTE2: Includes branches of building sewer

Horizontal Fixture Branches and Stacks
S.No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Pipe Dia

32
40
50
65
75
100
125
150
200
250
300
375

Max No of Drainage Fixture Units^2 (DFU) that can be connected to
Branch total for
Total Discharge into
Total for stack
Total for Stack Greater
horizontal Branch
one Branch Interval
of three
than Three Branch Intervals
1
3
6
12
20
160
360
620
1400
2500
3900
7000

2
2
6
9
20
90
200
350
600
1000
1500
see note

2
4
10
20
48
240
540
960
2200
3800
6000
see note

2
8
24
42
72
500
1100
1900
3600
5600
8400
see note

1) Does not include branches of the building sewer
2) Depending upon the probability of simultaneous use of appliances considering the frequency of use and peak discharge
3) Stacks shall be sized based on the total accumulated connected load at each story or branch interval as the total accumulated
connected
load decreases stacks are permitted to be reduced in size stack diameter shall not be reduced to less than one-half
of the diameter of the larger stack size required
NOTE- Sizing load based on design criteria

Horizontal and Vertical stack sizes are same in both IS 1742 and NBC but in case of Building drains, sizes in IS
1742 start only from 100 mm whereas in NBC the same starts with 32 mm dia pipe.
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Gradients and Pipe Sizes: The sewer shall be designed
for discharging three times dry weather ow, owing to
half full, with min cleansing velocity of 0.75 m/sec. The
approximate gradients which gives this self-cleansing
velocity are given below.
Pipe size
(mm)

Gradient
(slope)

Flow
(cum/min)

Flow (cum/min)
@ 2.4 m/sec

100

1:57

0.18

0.59

150

1:100

0.42

1.32

200

1:145

0.73

2.4

230

1:175

0.93

2.98

250

1:195

1.10

3.60

300

1:250

1.70

5.30

Where it is not practically feasible, size may be worked
with min. velocity of 0.61 m/sec, however, shall never be
employ gradients resulting in more than 2.4 m/sec.
Where there is a restriction of gradient, it shall be
discouraged to use higher size pipe than required only
to meet atter gradient
Choice of Materials: The material of construction of
pipes shall be as follows:
Ÿ

Salt glazed Stoneware pipes: suitable for all sewers
except where supports required in made-up ground

Ÿ

RCC Hume Pipes: Preferred for above 150 mm dia
but shall not be used to carry acids.

Ÿ

Cast iron pipes: Preferred in unstable ground
conditions, under buildings or and crossing of water
courses. Cast iron pipes may also be used when
velocity is above 2.4m/sec.

Ÿ

Asbestos cement Pipes: Generally used in houses,
but not for underground application unless pressure
pipes, shall not be used for acid applications.

Ÿ

PVC Pipes: Unplasticized PVC pipes can be used
where hot water is to be encountered, min wall
thickness shall be 3 mm.

Drainage Pipes: Drainage pipes shall be kept free of all
other services. Where pipes are planned in shafts,
cleaning eye shall be accessible for maintenance. Any
connection to a drain shall be through a gully with
sealed cover to prevent ingress of sewer gas, vermin or
backow. Trenches or subways shall be ventilated. All
vertical soil, ventilating and anti-siphonage pipes shall
have a copper or heavily galvanized iron wire dome or
cast-iron terminal guards. All pipes which need to be
painted periodically shall have a clearance of min 50
mm.
Manholes: Manholes shall be provided at every change
of alignment, gradient or diameter of a drain. Bends and
Junctions shall be grouped at Manholes as far as
possible. Spacing of manholes shall be as per IS 4111.
The sizes of manholes shall allow inspection or cleaning
of drains. The Min. sizes shall be as follows
For Depths 1 m or less

: 0.8 m X 0.8 m

For depths 0.9 m to 1.5 m

: 1.2 m X 0.9m

For depths more than 1.5 m : Circular chambers with
min 1.4 m dia or
Rectangular chambers of
1.2 m X 0.9m

Editor's Note: This article is covered in 2
parts. The above is Part 1 and the second
Part will be covered in the next issue of IPT.

V. Srinivas
CEO, Synergy Infra Consultants, Hyderabad
V. Srinivas is an M. Tech in Electrical engineering. He established Synergy Infra
Consultants Pvt Ltd in Year 1996 and worked on various Projects like Healthcare,
Residential, Commercial, IT, Retail etc besides Defense projects of national
importance. He is a Master Trainer – Energy Conservation Building Code of India. He
was Past Chairman, IPA Hyderabad Chapter (2013-2016), NEC Member (2016-2020)
and former IPA Technical Committee member. He can be reached on
srinivas@synergyinfra.com
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An Action Forum
by Citizen Collective to

SAVE WATER
- Hariharan Chandrashekhar

A User- and Industry-led Action Forum has launched an
ambitious initiative to save 1000 crore litres in
Bengaluru. An analysis.

The measure and monitor were simple. IPA could claim,
happily, at the end of the year that the mission was
successful.

In 2015, the Indian Plumbing Association sowed the
seed of an idea. At a meeting of IPA leaders an initiative
to bring ‘measurable’ savings with voluntary
compliance by water users, called I SAVE WATER was
launched. By the year 2019 over 133 crore litres of water
was saved with the simple expedient of a few chosen
buildings with bulk water consumption using aerators.

The idea gained root. Stalwarts in the Bangalore
Chapter took the idea to industry members and at the
annual review meeting of the chapter, IPA leaders spoke
of the campaign with legitimate pride.
A thought however lingered in the mind: when a city like
Bengaluru or Pune demanded, every year, water supply
of about 70,000 crore liters

INSIGHTS INTO BENGALURU WATER SUPPLY
Bengaluru loses ₹36 Cr for every 1000 Cr litres. That’s 200 million Carbon kg!
1.

The WOW Action Forum is unparalleled in the country. The WOW 2021 Mission helps not only save ₹36 Cr
but helps meet national goals on GHG emissions with 200 MTe for every 1000 Cr litres that WOW Action
Forum is set to save in 2021.

2.

This target is very small. The city’s demand for the year is put at 70,000 Cr litres. (See infographic on
Bengaluru Water Use Prole).

3.

Another unique contribution WOW AF makes to the nation is a saving of 200 million kg of Carbon emission
for every 1000 Cr litres or 240 million units (kWh) of power consumed by the Grid at 4x losses of
Transmission & Distribution and other losses.

4.

The basis is: 1000 crore litres is 10 million kilolitres. Each kilolitre (or 1000 litres) costs approximately 6 units
(kWh) of power to draw from groundwater or to distribute in pipelines, whether it is long-distance Cauvery
water, or deep borewells drawn by tankers or by individual borewells.

5.

At actual energy bills for Bangalore Water Supply and Sewerage Board this is 6 crore kWh. And at ₹6 per unit,
we have assumed as cost per kWh the nancial cost is ₹36 crore. This is direct saving of money for the state
exchequer that will emerge from the success of the WOW mission target.

6.

However, at the grid level of power generation and transmission, this is 24 units to every 1000 litres or 1 KL,
thanks to the 4x energy syndrome of T&D losses, AC-DC losses etc.
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7.

This translates for 1000 Cr litres to 240 million or 24 crore units. Such losses across the country are
Himalayan and can easily be avoided with simple measures to reduce long distance supply or even more
simply by reducing demand.

8.

By Global Carbon norms this is the equivalent of 200 million carbon kg (or 200 MTe) that will be saved with
reduction of just 1000 Cr litres. If Bengaluru even reached just 5,000 crore litres of saving — which is very
possible and WOW AF is working toward this as the next WOW Goal —, the Carbon kg saving will be 1
billion kg or 1000 MTe. This can make an invaluable contribution to the GHG emissions target that India has
to meet. This can be met with no additional infrastructure spending, and at a small cost of transforming
citizen collective intent and behaviour.

9.

While this is WOW’s Mission 2021 target, the daily demand in Bangalore is 2000 million litres, or 200 crore
litres. So, WOW target of 1000 crore litres is only about 5 days' consumption of the city.

10.

The current cost for Bengaluru of power alone only for water drawal and distribution is 70 times this
number -- for the total demand is 70,000 crore litres a day. That is an approximate Rs 2,500 crores a year
that the BWSSB spends currently. No surprise that they are always in debt to the BESCOM on bills unpaid.

11.

It’s also no surprise that Bengaluru arguably suffers the highest energy cost in the world. BWSSB pays over
₹100 per 1000 litres of water it supplies. The domestic water user pays ₹50-80 per kilo litre. And so BWSSB
endures massive losses month after month.

12.

An important point to note is that the water Board or BWSSB supplies 150 Cr litres a day, while losing 60 Cr
litres everyday (40 percent by their own admission). So, the Water Board’s effective cost per day of supply is
₹5.4 Cr on actual energy bills — the 40 per cent leakages push up the cost per litre for BWSSB.

13.

The 40 percent water lost in leakages — or 60 Cr litres per day — amounts to energy cost they pay without
matching revenue, of about ₹2 crore every day. Not to forget that the loss to the national grid that supplies
power is four times this amount because of the T&D and other losses.

14.

It is another stark truth that the 240 million or 24 crore kWh of power drawn for supplying 1000 Cr litres
means about 240,000 tonnes or a quarter million tonnes of coal that is burnt — all for a mere 1000 crore
litres supplied to Bengaluru which is barely a week’s supply. The total energy demand for the year therefore
can easily be made much more efcient by a combination of behaviour change, solutions adopted by water
users, and smarter response from the Govt.

15.

Grim truth is Bengaluru is at 200 Cr litres a day. Mumbai is at 280 Cr litres. NCR is at a numbing 350 Cr litres.
We have the next 400 cities claiming another 2000 Cr litres a day.

16.

There’s no hope of solving the water challenge if all players don’t join hands to bring demand side change.
India receives far too little water from rains in a year (4 percent) to sit back and do nothing.

A simple math will tell you that a city like Bengaluru with about 1.5 crore people could bring a saving of 3 crore
liters a day, or 1100 crore liters a year of only each citizen saved just two litres a day. But that is more theoretical
than practical. The World of Water Action Forum [WOW-AF] that is Bengaluru-based and headed by a former
Director of Doordarshan Kendra was excited by the idea. A small dedicated team set to work in the winter months
of 2020 even as the Covid crisis persisted across the country. Says Usha Kini who’s now Mission Director at the
WOW Action Forum, “As we thought through the idea, we realized the activities were action-oriented; that it was
not so much the gravity of the water crisis that brought us together as much as the multiple solutions that are
available and people simply don’t know about. Over three decades at Doordarshan, I have hosted several
programmes on issues of public interest. And that included concerns on the environment and water literacy. There
was nothing like this that came up as an idea. And there was no follow-up action on the impact that could be
gained from viewers on a TV Programme.”
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She goes on, “Even at the time, I had a fair notion of the
possibilities, though I did not know what could be done
until the Action Forum’s leaders and Dr Hariharan’s
amazing range of practical ideas, taught me the
difference we could make. It is important we realize a
simple truth: The problem is not of water scarcity. It is
lack of efcient management of water.”
Another Action Forum participant at WOW, and a key
member of the city’s apartment federation, Vikram Rai,
chips in, “The fact that the mission puts a number makes
it measurable. The question before the Action Forum is
simple: how we translate that number into subnumbers. For way too many years, the government or
the media has leaned on the challenge of water scarcity
being met with more water supply with crores of rupees
wasted on pipelines in the name of public welfare. We
have to turn the conversation to efciency and what we
can cut as wasteful use. It is clearly a contemporary,
practical approach, and perhaps the only way forward
for cities that are seriously strapped for new sources of
water.”
Vikram also agrees on the obvious need for making
solutions economically viable if they must be relevant to
water users. “This can only be brought about with
awareness, engagement, content. This is a battle for
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behaviour change — a vital aspect that can never be
underestimated,” he says. The elephant in the room in
every such discussion is the hovering, looming presence
of the Government in its various avatars. How do
citizens create a compelling narrative to engage the
authorities? Water is a public utility, a public issue, and
concerns of social welfare will inevitably be brought in.
And the money to spend on the big needs lies with the
government. If they don’t show a friendly face and
recognize these citizen initiatives as part of their own
effort, and not something that is antagonistic, they will
lose out.
The big wake-up factor that can get the government to
partner this, and join the WOW Action Forum’s Mission
2021 campaign for saving 1000 crore liters is one simple
stark fact: If WOW achieves the saving, this will mean Rs
36 crore saved for the Water Supply Board in Bangalore
for 2021 on energy bills alone. here (See City Saves ₹36
Cr with just 1000 Cr litres saved).
The Water Supply Board called the BWSSB in the silicon
city incurs every year now, a whopping Rs 2,500 crore
bill on electricity costs alone for pumping water from
the river Cauvery, which lies 80 km and a half-kilometer
below the city’s altitude of 850-930 meters. “This is in
addition to costs of maintaining infrastructure, salaries

of its people and so on,” says another former water
administrator.
Says the Senior Environment Ofcer at the Karnataka
State Pollution Control Board, Syed Khaja, “We have
data on wastewater from industry and from other bulk
water users. The construction industry alone uses 52
Crore litres a day of water.” That is nearly 20,000 Cr
litres. It’s shocking that we don’t realize that chiller
plants for centrally air-conditioned buildings in
Bengaluru need nearly 8000 Cr liters a year as research
at WOW Action Forum has shown.
The Forum has rapidly transformed into a platform to
bring together citizen leaders and volunteers; a range of
solution providers in water management, technologies
and solutions; and bulk water users on a range of online
and ofine action stages that has the 2021 target of
1000 crore litres as the only Goal.
The Action Forum is a platform for collective action with
discussions and sub-action group dynamics to drive
strategies for bringing behaviour change among water
users in residential, commercial and industrial
segments, with voluntary compliance or by helping
them achieve (with pro bono consulting provided by a
battery of WOW member experts) full compliance of city
regulations with solutions for water efciency and
improved water management.
Says Dr Ajit Sabnis, chairman of the Shri Aurobindo
Society which runs the Mirambika school with over
1200 children in the south of Bengaluru, “WOW is a
movement to usher in a world of water that will focus
on private action that will then bring reciprocal public
action from the water utility and other Govt agencies.”
He adds interestingly an arithmetic that can be central
to the behaviour change strategy that WOW is seeking
for 2021: “The target of 1000 crore litres for the year
amounts to about 2.75 crore litres a day, or about 3
crore litres a day. If we assumed the city’s population to
be 1.4 crore people, it works out to a mere 2 litres a day –
a target that is extremely achievable.” Dr Sabnis also
leads as chairman the WOW Action Group for Schools —
slum schools, CBSE, ICSE, SSE and Sarvodaya schools.

understand the size of the challenge it has taken upon
itself, as well as the relativity of the size in terms of the
segments that need addressing. “The response so far
has far exceeded expectations,” Niki adds.
The WOW research team came up with a good deal of
data on the prole of water use in the city. “The bar
chart [see City Water Prole] and those numbers are
denitely useful,” says Vikram Rai. “That is something
we need to absorb more on a day to day basis as the
WOW Forum moves forward. Understanding the
comparative consumption daily, across categories
becomes important. Naturally, each of those categories
need an action plan.” He echoes Niki’s thoughts, “How
can different sets of people contribute towards each
category and take ownership. Not just listening and
going away but breaking it down further and working
on it.”
So, what are the specic translations to the 1000 crore
litres goal? How has the WOW Action Forum gone
about achieving this target? Says Dr Sabnis, who heads
the WOW Schools Action Group which has other senior
educationists and trustees of schools with over 1000
children, “Typically, at a school with an acre of land and
with half of it claimed by buildings, the landscape area
requires, by my experience, about 6000 litres of water.
That makes for 22 lakh litres a year. If we reduce
watering to effectively 150 days, this can be brought
down by half to 11 lakh litres. Our own work at the
school has also proven that the usage of some simple
smart appliances like aerators has helped us reduce
consumption from 48 lakh liters to 24 lakh litres. This
saving between the two measures amounted to 35 lakh
liters.”
Dr Sabnis adds a dimension that addresses the
challenge of change in behaviour, “What we also have
been seeing is that the children go back home and teach
the adults. This opens a large potential.”
He continues, “If a child comes from a home with even 3
other family members, a thousand such children
inuence 4000 people back home. And if we add that
gure of what the home would save, thanks to the kids,
to the saving the school rst leads, that is a full one crore
liters that every school can bring!”

Says Niki Nirvikalpa, a documentary lmmaker who has
made over a thousand short lms in the last 3 years and
a strategist for the WOW forum, “We have seen
hundreds of webinars in the post Covid months. What
happens after? We said that there has to be action that
follows every Action Forum meeting. The good thing is
that the core brains trust set a 2021 goal a week after
the start of 2021.”

There are over 1500 schools in Bengaluru with each of
them hosting at least 500 children. The number of
children in schools from Class 1 to 10 in the city is
estimated at 1.8 million. The impact will be, in a sense,
on 7-7.5 million people of the city’s 14 million, at the
homes of these school children, rich or poor.

This has meant that WOW Action Forum has had to

Says Usha Kini, “Beyond the 2021 Mission target of
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1000 crore litres, the eventual long-term Goal at WOW
is to achieve a water-neutral Bangalore without longdistance supply beyond what Cauvery feeds
now—without any more projects for long-distance
supply.”
It is clear that the city needs a combination of reduction,
reuse, rejuvenate and harvest approaches with design
strategies provided to water users by WOW AF. Usha
remarks with caution, “There can be no business
motive. A robust market ecosystem has to be created for
water solutions with industry players supporting the
WOW Programme with their guidance and direction.”
This takes us to water solution providers who belong to
a market that has been growing at over 20 percent
CAGR for the last ten years. The rapidly growing water
decits into the next two decades will ensure that this
relentless pace will not abate. How to win the city to
such technology shifts in everyday, is part of the WOW
mission objective.
Says Usha Kini, “The Vision objective at WOW AF is also
to take this to a dozen other cities that are severely
water-stressed over a phased set of programmes with
the methodology remaining the same as is now
adopted in Bengaluru. We are conscious of the fact that

such effort at collective action is also needed to beat the
other challenges of energy and waste management in
the city, as in other cities.”
The demand for energy at any average home claims 20
tonnes of coal at some distant thermal power plant that
produces the power you need at home of an innocent
500 units a month, or 6,000 units a year. That’s not all: it
also needs about 180,000 litres of water at the thermal
plant a year to produce those 6,000 units that you need
to power your home. Simply carting waste from your
home costs the government about a thousand 6-tonne
trucks every day of transporting to landlls, and millions
of liters of precious diesel that can be saved with
individual action at the source of waste generation.
Says Niki, “I believe these conversations—with simple
explanations—need to be taken to people, to sensitize,
to act, to unite people in this common cause that can
reduce senseless waste of very precious resources,” He
adds. “On the solutions side, leaders of organizations
like IPA should inspire with their presence and their
strengths.”
Anyone interested in learning more can mail
ushakini.wow@gmail.com. She will be happy to help.

Hariharan Chandra
The writer is trustee at Alt.Tech Foundation, Bengaluru, Prem Jain
Memorial Trust, New Delhi and INHAF in Ahmedabad. A pioneer in
green buildings he’s Senior Fellow at the CII Indian Green Building
Council. He can be reached on hariharan.1deg@gmail.com
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USHGC-I:
Uniform Solar,
Hydronics and
Geothermal Code- India
- Swathi Saralaya

The development of India, and the resulting perennial energy shortage, have made it
necessary to identify renewable sources of energy. Solar energy has been universally
recognized as viable and cost-effective. There are various codes, books and standards
that address provisions for solar energy, hydronics and geothermal in India. Codes and
practices of international standards needed to be established in the country for the
manufacturing and installation of solar energy products and systems.
The Uniform Solar, Hydronics and Geothermal Code — India (USHGC-I) is one such code
that addresses both renewable energy sources (geothermal and solar energy). The 2020
USHGC-I, a product of the joint effort of the Indian Plumbing Association (IPA) and
IAPMO Plumbing Codes and Standards India Private Limited (IAPMO India), is the go-to
source for obtaining necessary provisions, from installation to maintenance, of solar
energy, hydronic and geothermal energy systems.
The code’s provisions apply to the erection, installation, alteration, repair, relocation,
replacement and maintenance of solar energy, hydronic and geothermal energy
systems, including but not limited to equipment and appliances intended for space
heating or cooling; water heating; swimming pool heating or process heating; and
snow and ice melt systems.
The 2020 USHGC-I was rst published in 2012 as the Uniform Solar Energy Code —
India, and the IPA Technical Committee’s intention to revise, update and republish this
document led to the creation of the 2020 USHGC-I. The modied USHGC-I has kept all
basic principles of the original USHGC intact, but was edited to conform to Indian laws,
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conditions and accepted good engineering practices. The USHGC-I has been designed
to provide the citizens of India with a lucid, comprehensive technical reference while
also allowing latitude for innovation and the introduction of new technology.
Publications from the Bureau of Indian Standards and the Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy may also be referenced as applicable.
The newly included geothermal provisions in the 2020 USHGC-I include new installation
requirements for ground coupled and water source heat pumps, testing of vertical
boreholes, heat transfer mediums for geothermal systems. The hydronics provisions
within this code are also applicable to geothermal systems, as the indoor piping, ttings
and accessories that are part of the geothermal systems are considered a hydronic
system. The hydronic provisions were updated to address pressure testing of plastic
piping using air as the medium. Other examples of updated provisions include radiant
heating and cooling, fasteners, and snow and ice melt systems.
The code books also address the minimum requirements for solar thermal energy
provisions for freeze protection, thermosiphon systems, solar collectors, insulations,
swimming pools and direct (open-loop) and indirect (closed-loop) systems, to name a
few. The solar photovoltaic (pv) requirements were also updated to correlate with the
provisions of 2017 NFPA 70.
Whether the energy is being obtained from the sun for solar energy (pv or solar
thermal,) from the ground as for geothermal energy, or anywhere in between as for
hydronic systems, the industry can rely on the 2020 USGHC-I to eliminate or alleviate
nuisance or potential health or safety hazard.

Swathi Saralaya
Project Manager, IAPMO India
Swathi Saralaya is Project Manager, IAPMO India and IWSH.
She has a bachelor’s Engineering Degree in Environmental
Science with further experience as a Design Engineer and in
Public Health Engineering.
She served as a Technical Committee member for IAPMO
India and IPA’s 2014 & 2017 Uniform Plumbing Code India:
2013 & 2017 Water Efcient Water – India. She is a recipient
of the World Plumbing Council Education and Training
Scholarship (2018); the rst woman to be awarded this
accolade.
She can be reached on swathi.saralaya@iapmo.org
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Going Down the
Memory Lane

P. Ramachandran
P. Ramachandran is a Civil Engineer with 38 years of experience in the eld of
construction. He began his career with L & T ECC Construction Group. Since 1991, he
has been in the eld of plumbing. After a 12-year stint with M/s. ESSENCO, he started
his own company called G R Tech Services Pvt. Ltd. in 2003. Operating out of its
headquarters in Cochin, Kerala, G R Tech has executed plumbing and Fireghting
installations for Hotels, Hospitals, Software Tech Parks, Mass housing, Malls, Resorts
etc. in South India.
He is a life member of Indian Plumbing Association and was a member of IPA's National Executive Committee,
2015-2017. He was Past Chairman of Kochi Chapter (formerly known as Kerala Chapter), 2006-15. A member of IPA's
Technical Committee from 2006 to 2016, he has been actively involved in the creation of various Codes. He was a member
of the Editorial Board of Indian Plumbing Today magazine.
Q1. Share your thoughts on the 28-year journey of
IPA from the year 1993 when this apex body of
plumbing professionals was formed?
IPA is possibly one of the youngest trade bodies in
India. And, its almost 3-decade long journey has
been nothing short of spectacular. Mr. S. G.
Deolalikar, one of the doyens of the plumbing
industry visualized the formation of such an
association along with like-minded stalwarts of the
industry in ’93. He was instrumental with his
colleagues in the Industry in taking the rst step in
getting together the various stakeholders of
plumbing to present a unied body. When
Sudhakaran Nair took over the reins in 2006 he
brought in a vision statement for IPA to make IPA a
truly PAN Indian body. His passion saw him welding
together a team of industry experts to bring out a
plethora of Technical Codes of International
Standards. He was the rst Indian in the Board of
World Plumbing Council where his dynamism soon
saw him occupy the position of WPC Chairman. His
infectious enthusiasm and result oriented focus
ensured that the world body looked upon IPA and its
considerable achievements with awe and respect.
These were exciting times to be part of IPA when the
regular technical conferences, exhibitions and
exposure to International Plumbing practices
created an opportunity for anyone wanting to
understand and practice plumbing. IPA’s
achievements in publishing state of the art Codes
covering every aspect of plumbing and the
professional, the ethical code of conduct of IPA
earned it respect from every other trade association
of the Building Industry. SN relinquished his post in
2016 and the amboyant Gurmit Singh Arora took
over. The last few years, while I was not an active
member of IPA I have observed with fascination, the
increase in membership and chapters and the
success of IPPL. The process of consolidation and
growth has been truly amazing.
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Q2. Yo u r v i e w s o n I P P L , I n d i a n P l u m b i n g
Professionals League launched 4 years back.
The IPPL has been spectacular in creating a larger
awareness of what constitutes plumbing, not just in
our fraternity but also a wider circle of builders,
architects and professionals from other trades. It
has also brought about the conviction that codebased plumbing is essential for an efcient
plumbing installation.
Q3. Indian Plumbing Today, the official Journal of
Indian Plumbing Association has been
disseminating information on the nuances of
Plumbing to consultants, builders, architects and
academicians since the last 20 years. Your
comments on this.
IPT is a very important vehicle in communicating
with the Building fraternity on the latest
developments in plumbing. Through various
technical articles IPT has been able to bring out the
best practices in plumbing.
Q4. Your thoughts on the celebration of IPA Founders
Day.
An excellent initiative. It follows the ancient Indian
tradition of remembering the past and the road
taken to reach the present situation. It offers a
moment of introspection and will be well served if an
open, free discussion is included to provide course
correction if needed. It is a time to reafrm that the
values enshrined in the Bylaws and Memorandum
and Articles of Association are being adhered to.
Q5. Please elaborate on any other vision that you
have for IPA.
I am a little disappointed in seeing that the work on
Code making, the Manual on FAQ’s is languishing.
The codes are dynamic documents and need
constant revalidation/ improvements/ addition. This
is imperative to assist the Indian Plumbing Industry
in benchmarking their standards to internationally
acceptable levels.

Going Down the
Memory Lane

Nitish Phansalkar
Nitish Phansalkar is an Electrical Engineering graduate with a master degree in
business management. He joined Kishor pumps and was responsible for
indigenisation of sewage pumps motor. Worked in Dubai for couple of years and
then moved to Kirloskar Ebara. Launched boiler feed pumps and was handling
Ebara standard products for entire Middle East. Joined Grundfos in 1995 and was
at Saudi for 2 years. Since 1999 started working with DP pumps from Holland and
was responsible for introduction and making DP brand one of reputed brand in India and Central and South east Asia.
A life member of IPA since 2001, was instrumental in development of Pune Plumbing Lab with Subhash Deshpande and
Pravin Bora and IIP trustee. He is Past Chairman, Pune chapter (2011-2014), former IPA technical committee member
(2009-2011), responsible for getting SRATI to sign PEEP and plumbing lab.

Q1.

Share your thoughts on the 28-year journey of
IPA from the year 1993 when this apex body of
plumbing professionals was formed?

Plumbing to consultants, builders, architects
and academicians since the last 20 years. Your
comments on this.

Ans

It has been 28 years since IPA was formed. I joined
in 1999-2000 and feel as if I started last year. The
work carried out by all ofce bearers in last 28
years has been tremendous. The dedication
shown by all active members is unmeasurable. I
wish this journey continues for more than 100
years and we reach a level where the time spent
by stalwarts to bring knowledge in plumbing
does not go waste.

Ans. IPT is really very informative journal and is
referred by many plumbing ofcials abroad as
well. It not only gives manufacturers a window to
market their products but also share lot of
knowledge about the new products and
plumbing systems used in India as well as abroad.

Q2.

Your views on IPPL, Indian Plumbing
Professionals League launched 4 years back.

Ans. I am really proud to say that the seeds for PPL
(Pune Plumbing League) that were sown when I
was Chairman and extra efforts put by IPA Pune
Chapter in particular Salil Karkhanis, Pravin Bora the present Chairman, Nilesh Gandhi, Subhash
Deshpande, Rahul Dhadphale and Rahul Sakore
has now transformed into one of leading
plumbing knowledge sharing and quiz program
pan India, IPPL (Indian Plumbing Professionals
League). This league has brought fun and
knowledge together and I am sure this will be
remembered by all world plumbing
professionals.
Q3.

Indian Plumbing Today, the official Journal of
Indian Plumbing Association has been
disseminating information on the nuances of

Q4.

Your thoughts on the celebration of IPA
Founders Day.

Ans. I feel celebration is a process of expressing good
work carried out by the involved people and to
show respect of their work. In the case of IPA
founder’s day, I think we have marched for 28
years with good work by all active members and
we should celebrate the Founders' Day to show
respect and gratitude towards the work carried
out by all.
Q5.

Please elaborate on any other vision that you
have for IPA.

Ans. As already mentioned IPA should be remembered
as an association with dedication, active
involvement and should be known in the world
as one of its kind. IPA was the rst to start
plumbing lab this should be spread all over and,
when any association think of demonstrations of
plumbing products and systems in plumbing,
they should always come to IPA for their advice.
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Manoj Mathur

Going Down the
Memory Lane

Manoj Mathur is the Proprietor of M/s. Premier Engineering Consultants and Premier
Sanitations, reputed Plumbing and Fire Fighting Consultants in Hyderabad. He started
consultancy in Plumbing in the year 1993, undertook numerous Residential,
Commercial and IT Park consultancy in Hyderabad and in many parts of the country.
Mr. Mathur joined IPA Hyderabad Chapter in 2008, became its Chairman from 2010.
He was the Chairman from 2010-13. He served as NEC member from 2013 to 2019. He was felicitated as an IPA Patron at
Indian Plumbing Conference at Bengaluru in 2019.
Q1. Share your thoughts on the 28-year journey of
IPA from the year 1993 when this apex body of
plumbing professionals was formed?
My journey with Indian Plumbing Association
started way back in the year 2003, when I along with
Mr. Sanjay Bhilare, present Chairman, IPA Hyderabad
Chapter were invited by Mr. Nallaseth to attend the
National Conference held at Indian Habitat Centre,
New Delhi. I had the privilege and blessing to
interact with the Plumbing Gurus, Mr. Deolalikar, Mr.
Nallaseth, Mr. Sudhakaran Nair and Mr. C.S. Gupta
to whom I always bow in reverence for their
dedication to Plumbing industry. The enthusiasm in
Plumbing was imbibed in my blood since then. It
was always an honour and privilege to attend all
Plumbing Conferences till date at national level and
exchange thoughts for the growth of the Plumbing
Industry.
Though I was regularly attending the Conferences I
joined IPA Hyderabad when it was formed in 2008
under the Chairmanship of Dr. R. K. Somany. Soon I
was nominated as NEC member and assigned with
the challenging task of organising Chairman for
13th Indian Plumbing Conference at Hyderabad. The
conference still holds the record of maximum
number of delegates from India and from IAPMO
and Word Plumbing Association.
The next challenge was to become the Chairman of
IPA Hyderabad Chapter in 2010. The IPA Hyderabad
Chapter brought many laurels and awards during
the tenure of my Chairmanship. In 2015 I had the
privilege to be Chairman of the Organising
Committee for 19th Plumbing Conference at
Hyderabad.
On completion of Chairmanship, the IPA Hyderabad
Chapter elected me as NEC member from 2013 to
2019. At the IPC Bengaluru the National Executive
Committee felicitated me as a patron.
Q2. Yo u r v i e w s o n I P P L , I n d i a n P l u m b i n g
Professionals League launched 4 years back.
IPPL is a wonderful platform. We are able to impart
knowledge of plumbing with training thousands of
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young professionals and bringing them into our
fold. Plumbing which was considered a neglected
subject has now turned into a real professional one.
IPPL has given awareness to the entire Building
industry on good plumbing for hygienic living. This
activity should be taken up year after year with the
same zeal, which we as IPA are imparting at present.
Q3. Indian Plumbing Today, the official Journal of
Indian Plumbing Association has been
disseminating information on the nuances of
Plumbing to consultants, builders, architects and
academicians since the last 20 years. Your
comments on this.
Indian Plumbing Today is the only journal to repute
in our country in the eld of plumbing. It has spread
the knowledge to the Plumbing Professionals,
Builders, Architects and academicians. It is always a
journal which we look forward to month after
month. The articles published are highly professional
and informative.
Q4. Your thoughts on the celebration of IPA Founders
Day.
This is a very good initiative to commemorate the IPA
Founder’s with whose great efforts this respected
association has been formed. This day also give s us
an opportunity to relook at the vision with which IPA
was formed and reafrm our current action plans in
the same direction.
Q5. Please elaborate on any other vision that you
have for IPA.
My vision is to see IPA become a strong and reputed
association in the Indian Building industry. My wish
is that we at National and at Chapter level bring in
more awareness in Government and try to get more
recognition to the profession of Plumbing through
IPA. We have the best talent, knowledge and
dedication and service minded professionals in IPA
who can guide the Government ofcials in all the
relevant projects. Now that we have grown 27 years
our goal should be to recognise IPA as one of the
guiding force in National Building.
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World Plumbing Day
Malayalam Webinar
Organized by
IPA Trivandrum and Kochi Chapters
th
26 February
A Malayalam webinar was organized jointly by IPA Trivandrum and Kochi on a theme of “I Save
Water' on 26th February 2021. The event was organized in virtual format on ZOOM platform.

The invited subject expert was Dr. V. Subhash Chandra Bose, Former Director Water Resources Dept,
Former State Manager, Rainwater Harvesting programme and Scientist in Water and Environment
Management. Vivek of IPA Kochi Chapter was the MOC for the event. The program was as follows.
The welcome address was delivered by Deepu Pillai, Secretary - IPA Kochi Chapter followed by
Keynote Address by Er. Siva Iyer, Chairman, IPA Kochi Chapter. Er. Renny Koipuram, Chairman - IPA
Trivandrum Chapter introduced the expert speaker Dr. V. Subhash Chandra Bose.
Dr. V. Subhash Chandra Bose gave an interesting lecture on the various points like Water literacy, well
recharging, roof water harvesting. He also discussed why we need an attitude change for protection
of natural water resources. Apart from this, he also introduced the concept of articial inltration to
compensate for reduction in natural inltration, Virtual water, Water audit, Water budget and water
laws. He stressed on the need for a new water culture thereby giving rise to water literate society. Dr.
Subhash Chandra Bose's presentation on 'I Save Water' was very inspiring and motivating.
The Vote of thanks was delivered by Er. Nandakumar K, NEC member - IPA Trivandrum Chapter. Astral
Pipes was the sponsor for the event.
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World Plumbing Day
Celebrations
IPA Chennai Chapter
Wo r l d P l u m b i n g D a y Ta m i l We b i n a r
organized by IPA Chennai and Coimbatore
Chapters, 27th February
IPA Chennai and Coimbatore Chapters jointly organised
a Tamil webinar on February 27, 2021 with Water
Conservation as its theme. Dr. Virapan S, MD & CEO of
Sanvir Associates and EC member of IPA welcomed the
participants and highlighted the various programmes
kick-started to celebrate World Plumbing Day and IPA
Founders’ Day. He recalled how a small group of
plumbing experts realised the need for an apex body
and their painstaking and tireless efforts to build IPA to
make it, what is today!
A. Joseph Mathew, Chairman of Chennai Chapter in his
key note speaker stressed the importance of the
plumbing trade and professionals in the current
scenario. He narrated the recent episode that has

At the end of the webinar, Dr Virapan conducted a miniquiz for the participants. Prakash Parasuraman,
Director, Bala Associates Engineers and Contractors Pvt.
Ltd. and Ms. Manju, Design Engineer, Sri Krishna
Plumbing Solutions won the quiz competition. J.
Sankar, Joint Secretary concluded the webinar with his
vote of thanks.
Manju,
Design Engineer,
Coimbatore
“My passion is plumbing
engineering and I followed my
heart by opting for this sector. I
wish to learn and adopt new
technologies in design to improve plumbing
functions.”
Prakash Parasuraman,
Entrepreneur
Chennai
“I am always kicked when it
comes to Plumbing Quiz. I
relived the IPPL title winning
moment when the organizer told me about my
winning entry.”

happened in Texas. The pipes installed in homes and
factory establishments burst continuously for 5 days
because of the unusual freezing temperature in the
location. Since pipes were bursting, water authorities
had to stop drinking water supply and people suffered.
As there were only limited skilled plumbers and
technicians, there was considerable delay in repairing
the pipes. Everyone in the state realised the need for
plumbers.
Prakash Krishnan, Chairman of Coimbatore Chapter in
his special address, highlighted the importance of
saving water and stressed that we can’t leave everything
to government when it comes to bringing water to our
doorstep. It is the collective responsibility of every
citizen and we should own it by using right quantity of
water and also invest their time and effort to improve
the water levels and resources. He suggested planting
one tree per person and strictly adhering to rain water
harvesting methods are easier to do as it tops the list.

Chennai celebrates in its characteristic style
IPA Chennai Chapter team has gone the extra mile to
celebrate the special day with a series of programmes.
The member organizations and professional members
leveraged this opportunity to propagate the importance
of plumbing function at every stage of the project
IPA Student Chapter, Easwari Engineering College along
with staffs of Civil & Mechanical trades celebrated
World Plumbing Day Today at their skill exhibit center.

World Plumbing Day celebration at IPA Student Chapter,
Easwari Engineering College, Chennai
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WPD celebration at National Skill Training Institute, Chennai
A grand celebration was organized at the National Skill Training Institute, Chennai. 85 plumbers from different parts
of the country, who are undergoing one year training at the Institute participated in the formal programme

WPD Celebration at Government Industrial Training Institute,
Ambatur
Trainees and faculties led by Mr Pravin JTO at the Government Industrial
training Institute in Ambatur at the outskirt of Chennai gathered and
celebrated the day with cake-cutting. Trainees were briefed about the recent
trends and how their systematic work execution will go in a long way to
prevent people from different water prone diseases.

WPD celebration at TVS Emerald Project Site
Mr.Sathish Kumar, MEP Engineer and Member of IPA Chennai Chapter was the Chief Guest of the event held at TVS
Emerald site. He spoke on why plumbing is vital for global health and importance of saving rain water to 14 engineers
and 22 plumbers at the site. Highlighting the role and responsibility of each plumber to protect the health of the
nation, he gave away the Best Plumber of the year Award.

Student Chapter of IPA Chennai discussed the Need and Importance of Plumbing through a
Skill Development Programme
IPA Student Chapter, Easwari Engineering College along with the Department of Civil & Mechanical Engineering at
Easwari Engineering College organised a full-day programme to celebrate World Plumbing Day on March 19, 2021.
It was a milestone event as it attracted architects and engineers from different project sites at Chennai and many
stalwarts in the industry handled various sessions with interesting topics. A poster and Drawing Competition was also
organized.

Poster Competition Winning Entries

Drawing Competition Winning Entries

First

First

Second
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Third

Second

Third

IPA Coimbatore Chapter
Live Devo. Kiosk to save water was set up by IPA Coimbatore Chapter to propagate to save water through Aerators

IPA Goa Chapter
Goa chapter celebrated WPD
March 2021.

on 12th

The event was graced by Director of
Technical Education Dr. Vivek Kamat,
Principal of Goa Engineering College
Dr. Rajesh B. Lohani. The event was
sponsored by Finolex Pipes

IPA Nagpur Chapter
IPA NAGPUR Chapter conducted an
Online Poster Competition on 11th
March for Engineering students and
Drawing competition for school
students in two Groups: Group A
(students of Class V to Class VIII) and
Group B (Students of Class IX to XII. A
glimpse of the posters and drawings is
given below:
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World Plumbing Day
Kannada Webinar
Organized by
IPA Bengaluru Chapter
st
1 March

On occasion of World Plumbing Day 2021 and IPA Founder’s Day, a Webinar in Kannada was
organized by Bengaluru Chapter on the theme of “Importance of Water and River”. It was organized
in virtual format on ZOOM on 1st March, 2021. Dr. Lingaraju Yale, National Director, River
Rejuvenation Project, Art of Living International Centre, Bengaluru was the expert speaker at the
webinar
B.K. Prasad, NEC member from IPABC was the MoC for the event. B.O. Prasanna Kumar, Chairman Bengaluru Chapter gave a welcome address and described all IPA Activities Like WPD, Founders’ Day,
IPPL 2021 and new IPA Initiative Centre of Excellence in Plumbing and Social Media Contest
#BeAWaterCrusader2021.
Dr. Lingaraju, talked about some interesting and lesser known-facts about rivers and the current
need to rejuvenate rivers with the support of articial means as well as conservation of water. This
visionary leader discussed innovative river rejuvenation methods in the webinar in uent Kannada.
S.C. Veeresh, NEC Member and Chetan Jois, Hon. Joint Secretary, Bengaluru Chapter jointly made a
nice presentation cum panel discussion on the topic, Hydro Informatics. The presentation was
widely appreciated for detailed insight about accountability set for project proponent and water
users.
The sponsor of the webinar was Buildtek Polymers Pvt. Ltd. established in the year 1999, dealer of
ASTRAL products. In South India, they have a network of more than 500 dealers and branches
Located at Bangalore, Hosur, Coimbatore, Chennai, Cochin, & Mumbai. Wahid, Head-Production,
made a product presentation on their agship brand is Aagam manufacture manhole cover in Fibre
Reinforced Polymer is a composite material made from Glass Fiber Reinforcement in a polymer
matrix.
Vote of Thank was presented by Mr. Bal Krishna Mehta, Vice-Chairman IPABC.
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World Plumbing Day
Telugu Webinar
Organized by
IPA Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam Chapters,
nd
2 March

IPA Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam Chapters organized a webinar on “External PHE Services in
Gated Communities” in Telugu to commemorate World Plumbing Day and IPA Founder’s Day.

Sanjay Bhilare, IPA Hyderabad Chapter Chairman was the host for the event. K. Bhaskar, NEC
Member from Hyderabad elaborated on IPPL, IPA’s agship program to enhance knowledge of
building industry professionals. Leela Prasad, IPA NEC Member from Visakhapatnam spoke on the
importance of IPA Founder’s Day. K Krishna IPAHC Vice Chairman as speaker Presented the "External
PHE Services in Gated Community" and elaborated on External PHE Services with a special reference
to Design aspects. He discussed in detail on the consideration for layout for water distribution
including Zoning of water supply and distribution network. Mr. Krishna elaborated on water supply
pipe materials, rainwater disposal -pipe material, Rainwater Harvesting techniques.
The Vote of Thanks was delivered by Hari Prasad IPAHC Hon. Secretary.
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World Plumbing Day
Marathi Webinar
Organized by
IPA Nagpur, Mumbai, Pune, Goa, Kolhapur, Nashik,
rd
Navi Mumbai, Mumbai Chapters, 3 March
Marathi webinar was a great example of united efforts where 8 Marathi speaking IPA Chapters came
together to commemorate World Plumbing Day and IPA Founder’s Day through a Marathi webinar.
Kiran Joshi, Chairman IPA Kolhapur Chapter was the MOC for the event. Rahul Dhadpale- IPA
National Joint Secretary and WPD National Convener gave insights about IPA and World plumbing
Day. He informed about how IPA has been celebrating WPD over the years through various events
and activities, but this year due to the pandemic, IPA is only concentrating on three activities:
Regional webinars, social media contest: #BeAWaterCrusader2021 and a National webinar on
World Plumbing Day and IPA Founder’s Day, 11th March .
Shankar Ghime, Coordinator of Marathi Webinar and Chairman IPA Nagpur Chapter shared his
thoughts on how to conserve the water by avoiding the wastage of food and Agriculture produce.
Jaquar was the Sponsor for the webinar and Umesh Yadav, Regional Manager of Jaquar introduced
their waters saving product range. He further explained the technical aspects by which huge amount
of water can be saved by individuals at their home or workplaces.

Dr. Rajesh Biniwale- Sr. Principal Scientist, NEERI, Expert Speaker at Marathi Webinar

Dr. Rajesh Biniwale- Sr. Principal Scientist, NEERI was the expert speaker. He explained the water
conservation in detail starting with Environmental Sustainability as responsible interaction with the
environment to avoid depletion or degradation of natural resources and allow long term
environmental quality. He further elaborated on millennium development goals and sustainable
development goals taken by Government of India. He has urged IPA to join hands with government
to work together on steps to mitigate climate action. Through this forum on World Plumbing Day he
urged all the citizens to conserve the water in all possible ways to avoid the stressed water condition
that our nation is currently facing.
Before the end of session, Pravin Bora- Chairman- IPA Pune Chapter conducted a quiz competition
for participants and the winners of the quiz were Chetan Apte, Prakash Nagnath, Aaradhya Dake,
Dnyanehswar Dole, Akil Dhalait.
The event nally closed with vote of thanks delivered by Shankar Ghime, Chairman IPA Nagpur
Chapter. He thanked Dr. Rajesh Biniwale for giving in-depth insights about global water crisis. He
also thanked Umesh Yadav & Aashish Bopche of M/s Jaquar for partnering the event and deliberating
on water saving through their innovative products. He also thanked Rahul Dhadpale- National Jt.
Secretary IPA, all Chairmen of Mumbai, Pune, Nashik, Navi Mumbai, Kolhapur and Goa for extending
support for the event. He also thanked all participants and HQ team to make the event successful.
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World Plumbing Day
Gujarati Webinar
Organized by
IPA Ahmedabad, Surat and Vadodara Chapters
4th March 2021
On occasion of World Plumbing Day 2021 and IPA
Founder’s Day, a Gujarati webinar was organized
jointly by Ahmedabad, Surat and Vadodara
Chapters on a theme of “Water Conservation”. It
was organized in virtual format on ZOOM on 4th
March, 2021, by inviting “Jal Purush, Waterman of
India” Dr. Rajendra Singh.
Mr. Apurva Shah, NEC member from IPAAC was the
MOC for the event. Minesh Shah ChairmanAhmedabad Chapter gave a welcome address and
described all IPA Activities Like WPD, Founder’s Day,
IPPL 2021 and ISW Mission with this year’s target.
Rajesh Dhabuwala Chairman of Surat Chapter gave
a small presentation on Importance of water saving
Minesh Shah, IPA Ahmedabad Chapter Chairman giving the
by adopting good Plumbing techniques and
Welcome address
Rainwater harvesting. Jayesh Shah Chairman of
Vadodara Chapter gave his address on water conservation adopting good practices in designing of drainage facilities.
ASTRAL Pipes was the Sponsor of this webinar and Ritesh Patel from Astral ran through his product presentation
which was very informative.
The Expert Speaker, Dr Rajendra Singh deliberated on Water Conservation through his untiring works done in river
rejuvenation by Tarun Bharat Sangh across many parts of the country. He gave an inspiring presentation on water
conservation and Save water, creating awareness towards IPA’s mission of I SAVE WATER.

IPA National President, Gurmit Singh felicitated Dr. Rajendra Singh with honorary life membership of IPA. He
announced a donation of Rs. 51,000/- to Tarun Bharat Sangh as a small token from IPA for the water conservation
activities carried out by TBS in a huge way. He also requested Dr. Singh to explore possibilities so that IPA and Tarun
Bharat Sangh can join hands and work towards a broad goal of Water conservation.
During the program Interesting Quiz contest on 2 Subjects “IPA” & “Plumbing” was conducted by Dipen Mehta and
Harshal Parikh. 10 Winners were given Cash Vouchers of Rs. 500/- each as well as book – A Guide to Good Plumbing
Practices in Gujarati. Winners were Mitesh Shah, Chetan Vyas, Manish Tiwari, Sanil Hansotia, Varun Patel, Hiren Shah,
Niral Chaudhary, Rakesh Patel and Rushi Shah.
Vote of Thank was given by Mr Ketan Parikh, IPAAC Hon. Secretary.
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World Plumbing Day
Hindi Webinar
Organized by
IPA Jaipur, Chandigarh, Indore, Raipur and
th
Delhi Chapters, 6 March
The keynote speeches were focused on the theme of Water Conservation. The Hindi webinar was
organized by IPA Jaipur, Chandigarh, Indore, Raipur, Delhi Chapters. Sapan Shah, IPA Indore Chapter
Chairman was the MOC for the event. There were 3 keynote speakers- Sudhir Mathur, NEC Member,
IPA Jaipur Chapter, Purushottam Pandia, IPA Jaipur Chapter Chairman, Sahil Kansal, IPA Chandigarh
Chapter Chairman and Expert speaker was Anand Lal Mathur, who has been Ex-chief Engineer
Rajasthan Pollution Control Board. His expertise is in water conservation as well as in other water
saving initiatives.
Sudhir Mathur shared the knowledge on equipment used for Water conservation such as Aerators
for taps, wastewater treatment equipment, and star rated plumbing xtures to save water. He also
introduced the criteria for star-rating the equipment. He urged that it is the duty of each citizen to
understand and practise water conservation.
Purushottam Pandia began with thanking the expert speaker for his time and efforts for sharing his
knowledge. He insisted on the use of Hindi language and appreciated the publication of the book
Good Plumbing Practices in Hindi also. The book is a guide for good plumbing practices. He talked
about his roots and the anecdotes from his childhood that included the rituals that adhere to the
necessities of water conservation. He also touched upon the issue of global warming, high
population density and why it was more important than ever to save water.
Sahil Kansal spoke on water related issues and techniques and procedure of water conservation in
the state of Punjab and the worst condition of water in Punjab even though it has 5 rivers.

Anand Lal Mathur, expert speaker speaking at the Hindi WPD Webinar

Anand Lal Mathur, expert speaker appreciated the speeches by other speakers. He spoke on the
signicance of water in our lives, the water cycles, Uses of water – from everyday life and industry
uses, Techniques and procedures of water treatment and importance plumbing techniques in the
same, Natural calamities and human waste, industrial activities, Management of water, National
objectives of water treatment seen as expensive and inconvenient, Solutions regarding control of
water pollution, Waste water management, Legal option for Water conservation, Role of plumbing
The event was sponsored by Astral Pipes.
Thank you note was given by S.K. Duggal, NEC member, Delhi chapter.
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Social Media Contest

2021

26th Feb- 6th March
After a successful run in 2020, IPA launched #BeAWaterCrusader2021 social media contest on IPA social
pages: Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn to drive a strong social media campaign for World Plumbing Day
and IPA Founders’ Day.
It was a 9 Day contest and IPA received 105+ entries across all platforms. Through a series of intriguing
contest posts, social media users were asked their unique water saving tips. The enthusiasm was such that
even after the contest period was over, the entries kept owing.

Netizens shared content in the forms of videos, pictures and text on how they contribute to water saving
in their unique way. All posts carried hastags: #BeAWaterCrusader2021, #WorldplumbingDay2021
and #IPAFoundersDay. Contest posts were liked and retweeted by World Plumbing Council Twitter
Handle and World Plumbing Day Twitter handle.
Glimpses of some Contest entries:
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The results of the Contest were unveiled on 11th March during the National webinar by the Chief Guest, Avinash
Mishra, Adviser Niti Aayog. The results are as under:
a) Winner: Karthik S, Bengaluru
b) 1st Runner Up: Manoj Kumar, Medak, Hyderabad
c) 2nd Runner Up: Ameeta, Mumbai
Participants from across the country participated. 3 Cash prizes of Rs 5000, 3000 and 2000 were given to the Winner,
the 1st Runner Up and 2nd Runner Up respectively. To relive the contest journey watch the contest video on Youtube
https://youtu.be/huoAT6-vBuQ.
All Unique entries: Saraswathi, Elizabeth Immanuel and Deepak will get IPA Water Crusader Certicate and an I SAVE
WATER Booklet. IPA is geared up to scale up the campaign with even more focused theme to reduce, reuse and recycle
water.
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World Plumbing Day and IPA Founder’s Day Celebrations
National Webinar
th

11 March, 5:00 – 6:30 pm
510+ Attendees from across the globe

IPA celebrated its 1st Founder’s Day which coincides with
World Plumbing Day through a phenomenal webinar on
11th March which was attended by luminaries from the
plumbing profession and policy makers from across the
globe. IPA registered a whooping attendance of 510+,
both on Zoom and Facebook LIVE and the event was a
great success with commendable deliberations on Safe
and Hygiene Plumbing and Water Saving to name just a
few. Presenting below a brief account of the event below.
The celebration event started with screening a World
Tom Bigley, Chairman, World Plumbing Council
Plumbing Council Chairman, Tom Bigley’s video that was
in a video on World Plumbing Day 2021
specially released on account of World Plumbing Day. In
the video, Tom Bigley highlighted the importance of frequent handwashing and safe sanitation to combat the current
COVID19 pandemic. With this catastrophe, the noble and necessary profession of plumbing is returning out as a
crucial one. He further added, on World Plumbing Day, we seek to empower the highly skilled professionals with the
hope of creating a new generation of capable plumbers to service the needs of our communities for the future. Mr.
Bigley concluded by saying, “Good Plumbing is not a privilege for the wealthy. It is a fundamental human right
for everyone in this world”.
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This was followed by a video that showcased how 7 languages: Malayalam, Tamil, Kannada, Telugu, Marathi, Gujarati
and Hindi brought together 23 Chapters of IPA to celebrate WPD and IPA Founders’ Day. These webinars started from
26th Feb and went on till 6th March which gave a good build up to the IPA Founders’ Day and WPD celebrations. This
was much appreciated by all the audience.
After this the event started with an Introductory Note by
Rahul Dhadphale, IPA National Joint Secretary and
National WPD Convener. He welcomed the Chief Guest,
Guest of Honour and IPA Founder Member, Sh. SG
Deolalikar for taking out the time for this IPA event. He
gave an overview of how regional webinars and IPA Social
Media Contest, #BeaWaterCrusader2021, a nine-day
contest on (IPA Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn Pages) had
transformed the IPA Founders’ Day and WPD Celebration
to a strong and engaging campaign of IPA.
Rahul Dhadphale, IPA National Joint Secretary and National

The MOC for the event, Minesh Shah, IPA Ahmedabad
WPD Convener giving the Introductory Address
Chapter Chairman began the webinar after
congratulating all the plumbing fraternity on the occasion of World Plumbing Day and said that it is now more
important than ever to save water. He then invited the IPA National President, Gurmit Singh Arora for the Presidential
address.

Gurmit Singh Arora, IPA National President giving the
Presidential address

IPA National President said that the virus has showed us all
that what is important in our lives and has brought the
entire world together. We all learnt to appreciate all the
things that we got for free viz. water, air, sky, and sunlight.
So, on this very special day as a plumbing community, we
must learn and imbibe to save water. He urged all to be
the CHANGE and ensure that we, our friends, our
neighbours protect the water resource. He also added
that World Plumbing Day was a day originally started by
World Plumbing Council in 2010 so that communities
across the globe pause to reect the important role
plumbing plays to protect the nations.

Watertec was the ofcial industry partner for the event and Viola Giacomo, International Export Director, OLI Group,
the strategic partner of Watertec gave an informative presentation on their product range.
BSA Narayan, IPA National Vice President invited the
Guest of Honour, Kevin Wellman, Director, World
Plumbing Council and CEO, CIPHE (The Chartered Institute
of Plumbing and Heating Engineering), England. Kevin
Wellman said that World Plumbing Council is highly
grateful to IPA for its support. He began his address by
saying that the world population is increasing at a very
fast pace while our water resources are the same.
Therefore, it’s a dire need to save water. For this, we must
promote skilled plumbers who have access to quality and
water efcient ttings. In the current context with the
pandemic, water safety is as important as water efciency
and here the Global Plumbing Industry has a crucial role to
play to safeguard the health of the nations.

Guest of Honour, Kevin Wellman, Director,
World Plumbing Council and CEO, CIPHE speaking at the event
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Minesh Shah introduced the Chief Guest for the occasion,
Avinash Mishra, Adviser, Niti Aayog and an Honorary
member of IPA. Avinash Mishra is presently working as
Adviser (Water Resources & Land Resources, I&B, Culture,
Panchayati Raj, Law & Justice Vertical) of NITI Aayog (GOI).
He is having an experience of 33 years of Water Resources
sector. Avinash Mishra said that integrated water
management is essential for sustainable economic
development. India is the largest water user in the world
and its water usage is almost a quarter of the total world
Chief Guest Avinash Mishra, Adviser, Niti Aayog speaking on
usage. Water resource has been used indiscriminately in
Water Conservation measures
the last 5 decades and if the same continues then 60% of
India’s aquifers will be in a critical condition in a short span. Therefore, India needs technical solutions to curb the
excess use. Our current mindset that water is a gift and we can use it the way we want has to be changed. The
pandemic has increased the water requirement for handwashing and sanitation therefore it is now indispensable for
us to look at this with a different water saving perspective.
The Niti Aayog Adviser said that as per CPCB (Central Pollution Control Board) gures only 37% of our wastewater is
treated and the rest goes on in our water bodies and aquifers polluting them. So, we need to take immediate steps to
mitigate this situation. 3 billion people in the world lack access to handwashing facilities in their homes. Government
of India has taken a leap in offering sanitation to all the citizens and by 2024, we aim to give water connections to
every household. Water Utilities and plumbing xtures should be our main focus. Faulty plumbing and poor
ventilation can contribute to health hazards. This was the prime cause for the SARS epidemic outbreak in a building in
Hong Kong that affected 300 people.
He said, on this special day I would like to say that we must take Plumbing very seriously. For this we need to Revamp
our Water Conservation measures with the following points:
a) Water Conservation at Source
b) Augmenting Water Supply
c) Integrating Technological Advancements
Rainwater Harvesting is a very fundamental technology that needs to be integrated in our water management across
built environment in both urban and rural areas. As per the GoI mandate all Government Institutional buildings,
buildings of big residential projects must have Rainwater Harvesting facility and the harvested water should not just
be left on the ground, but this rainwater must be connected to groundwater. He said, I also want to add that every
Indian city/ town traditionally had a river/ lake or a water body which have been lost in the process of industrialization
and urbanization. We need to look at rejuvenating them so that they become a major water source for the respective
city rather than the city pumping water from kilometers away. He advocated the 2-pipe system to avoid any plumbing
hazards and make efcient use of water. Aerators and water efcient xtures are to be installed so that we cut the
consumption. In all, we have to bring out a SEA CHANGE in water utilities and it is time that IPA brings up
technological innovations to lead this transformation
process.
Minesh Shah thanked Avinash Mishra for his intriguing
and informative address and added that in Gujarat Dual
Pipe System is mandatory and is practiced in all big
projects. After this, he invited the IPA Chairman Emeritus
and IPA Founder Member, Sh. SG Deolalikar. Sh. Deolalikar
congratulated everyone on this happy juncture and got
nostalgic reecting back on the time when the
Association was formed. He highlighted three points of
wisdom for the Plumbing community.
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IPA Chairman Emeritus and IPA Founder, SG Deolalikar
speaking on IPA Founders’ Day

1. Need for Plumbing
A plumber is the rst soldier in the defense against poor health and hygiene and Piped water supply is not getting
the attention that it deserves so as a community it’s our responsibility to bring out its importance.
2. Danger of Contamination
Contamination hazards must be eliminated and not minimized. One single bacterium can wipe off a complete
village. So, as plumbing practitioners we must make this a thumb rule in all our projects.
3. Skilling in Plumbing is crucial
There is an urgent need for skilling in the plumbing profession.
This was followed by BO Prasanna Kumar’s (IPA Bengaluru Chapter Chairman and Convener, Center of excellence)
presentation on Center of Excellence, IPA’s new initiative wherein he gave an overview of the various courses that
would be taught under this program in coordination with IAPMO. Pravin Bora, IPA Pune Chapter Chairman and
Convener, IPPL talked about IPPL 2021 to be rolled out in August 2021 through a video that showcased the success
saga of IPPL 2020.

BO Prasanna Kumar, Chapter Chairman,
Bengaluru Chapter and Convener, Center of Excellence
giving a Presentation on Center of Excellence

Pravin Bora, Chapter Chairman,
Pune Chapter giving a brief on IPPL 2021
to be rolled out in August

Chandra Shekhar Gupta,
IPA Hon. National Secretary delivering the Vote of Thanks

Vote of Thanks was delivered by Chandra Shekhar Gupta, IPA Hon. National Secretary. He said, that today is a RedLetter Day in the history of IPA as IPA is celebrating its rst IPA Founders’ Day. He concluded with 2 key takeaways from
the celebration:
Save Water as Water Does not Grow on Trees,
A Plumber Protects the Health of a Nation!
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White House Recognizes World Plumbing Day
US President, Joe Biden recognized World Plumbing Day through a letter that he sent to Tom Bigley, Chairman, World
Plumbing Council acknowledging the essential service plumbers and those in our industry provide to people
worldwide to ensure their access to clean, healthy water and safe sanitation. In the letter extending greetings to all
observing World Plumbing Day — March 11, Every Year, Everywhere — the president wrote:
Today, we honor the hardworking plumbers and other trained professionals who work tirelessly to bring water —
trickling down from our highest mountains and up from our deepest aquifers — into our homes and ofces. These
workers stitch communities together and help connect all people to this precious natural resource. Check the actual
letter below:

IPA is thrilled at this recognition.
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Industry
Feedback
IPT 1

- Ramesh Baliga, Watertec India

: "Atmanirbhar Bharat" is the clarion call given by our Honourable Prime Minister. Has
this call inspired Watertec to start manufacturing some products that were earlier
not manufactured indigenously?

Ramesh Baliga : We, at Watertec have always been in the forefront of developing and manufacturing
products indigenously. We have designed and manufactured certain products that have
been innovative and cost effective, which is now marketed across India and Asian Markets.
This call and support from the stake holders have made our company work on more
indigenous & world class products in India which we are catering to Indian markets as well
as international plumbing projects.
IPT 2

: IPA events provide limited time for Sponsors; do you feel that IPA should have
product/ manufacturer related Workshops where more time is available for targeted
limited memberships.

Ramesh Baliga : The kind and range of products manufactured by companies in India need a larger
platform to promote their product. Considering the time frame presently available, we are
able to propose just one glimpse of our ranges. Yes, it would be good idea and proposal to
have product/ manufacturer related workshop for the plumbing fraternity.
IPT 3

: IPA always advocates for Good Plumbing Practices as per UIPC-I & NBC, what do think
would be a noble approach to promote this aspect on a large-scale PAN India other
than the present avenues like Codes/ IPT & IPPL.

Ramesh Baliga : We have been one of the beneciaries in India who have more than 5 products approved
by UIPC -I and it has helped us tremendously to differentiate the products with
international and also Indian brands. If every manufacturer offers their products with
these specications to the markets with the help of professional plumbing fraternity, it
would be a plus idea apart from the present avenues like codes/IPT & IPPL.
IPT 4

: How do you see the market for plumbing and sanitary products in Tier II cities and
urban/rural areas?

Ramesh Baliga : We are a very strong player in the tier 2, 3 cities and also rural markets. We have not
witnessed any de growth in these areas and these markets have not been as affected as
urban markets during the slow down and post covid pandemic. These markets have
evolved now and are aspiring for quality products and good brands. We see the potential
increasing in the coming years as the urban markets are getting saturated and the focus of
government is also to build up smart cities and facilities in these towns and districts.
IPT 5

: Do you agree that post pandemic Plumbing Installation costs have witnessed an
upward revision?

Ramesh Baliga : The biggest problem we are presently facing post COVID is the raw material cost and
shortage in the markets. This is causing a tremoring discomfort for the end user especially
with the raw material cost. Since the price has escalated, so is the cost of installer who
actually works on cost of labour in percentage to the cost of material. Hence this has
increased their daily wages and cost of plumbing.
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IPT 6

: Your sales/installation or Project site team must be encountering some typical
situations in product installations. Would you consider following up with your team
or site team to share such incidents as a Case Study to be carried in IPT.

Ramesh Baliga : Yes, we are encountering many typical situations during our product installation. The
installation if not done as per specication, then a company like ours go through a
problem in maintaining the same. We have case studies of the same and can be shared
with IPT.
IPT 7

: How do you view the future of plumbing products and sanitaryware market in the
next 10 years?

Ramesh Baliga : With the government promoting toilets for everyone and hygiene being the focus in our
country, we see a huge potential in the next 10 years. We are also focussing on
replacement markets which we feel has a customer base who are looking at quality
products to replace the worn-out ones. The customers are well informed and would like to
have the innovative and high-quality products in their homes or ofce. Looking at the way
the government’s push is on North East segments, rural markets, we are seeing an upward
trend in coming years.
IPT 8

: Are there any product innovations or features that you have recently introduced in
your product range?

Ramesh Baliga : We are now moving towards touchless, intelligent toilets. We have recently developed
exposed cistern (UPC- I approved), which is anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, and anti-odour that
is fragrance enabled and a very unique design. We have introduced seat covers for our
sanitary ware which have anti-bacterial properties. We have introduced pressmatic taps in
CPVC and chrome plating. We have introduced concealed dual ow ush valve in two sizes
32 mm and 40 mm with built in control valve in UPVC and approved by UPC-I. Our
commitment of 3 innovative products every year has always been the top priority.
IPT 9

: As an enlightened manufacturer, would you like to give some message to Indian
Plumbing fraternity through this interaction?

Ramesh Baliga : First of all, I would like to thank the plumbing fraternity for supporting a brand like
Watertec in India. With the support from all of you, we can grow better and provide the
best of products for the end users. It is wonderful to get good practises, good product
information from them always and this should continue further. Also, would request the
plumbing fraternity to promote indigenously grown and manufactured brands in the
country, which have always been in forefront when it comes to innovative products at
affordable cost and almost all the new products approved by UPC-I (the highest standards
laid by the plumbing professional). Plumbing which was always been neglected, has
received a good recognition now due to the efforts of the Plumbing fraternity and and
together we can make it more enlightened with channelised & insightful communication
though IPT /IPPL and conferences.

Bantwal Ramesh Baliga
CEO, Watertec India
Mr. Bantwal Ramesh Baliga - CEO, Watertec, holds post-graduation in
mechanical engineering with three decades of experience in bath ttings and
plumbing industry. With his expertise, Watertec is transformed into a new-gen
& total plumbing solutions company manufacturing intelligent toilets with high
quality standards, water saving technology & technology driven products. He is
past IPA NEC Member (2017-2020) and currently EC Member, IPA Coimbatore
Chapter and Plumbex National Committee Member. Mr. Ramesh Baliga can be
reached on: rbaliga@watertecindia.com
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Alapatt Joseph Mathew
A Life member of IPA since 2014, he was IPA NEC Member 2014-17, an EC Member,
Chennai Chapter, 2017-2020 and now sworn in as Chairman from 2020-2023.
He is Group Head, Sales at Sreesumangala Metals and Industries Ltd, Chennai

Q1. How long you have been associated with Plumbing industry/trade/profession. Please tell
us about your specific profession in terms of the area of plumbing you work in; the type of
projects you work on?
I have been a distributor of Grundfos Pumps India for more than 25 years. Hence, I am connected
to Pumps, Pumping Installations and related Plumbing activities.
Q2. What are your Dreams or Wish list as Chapter Chairman?
I wish to add two more Student Chapters and we need to create awareness about Good
Plumbing among the youth who will be the builders of the future. In addition to this, I wish to
create a new Pondicherry Chapter.
Q3. What are your views on IPA activities: WPD/ IPC / IPPL and its impact on the Building
industry?
I believe that what IPA activities are crucial to the creation of value and respect for Plumbing in
the building Industry. Indian Plumbing Conference is the IPA agship program that brings
together all Indian Plumbing industry stakeholders on a common platform to discuss on
upcoming plumbing industry trends and technologies. It has built an enviable reputation for
itself over the years. IPPL is another phenomenal program of IPA that has been a unique
knowledge disseminator.
Q4. Tell us your suggestions on the adoption of innovative Plumbing Technology and Plumbing
Installations.
I strongly promote the adoption of innovative and sustainable practices in pumping systems.
Thanks to our IPA Members we have introduced many innovative systems in HPS, HVAC, STP etc.
Such systems are the future of Pumping and Plumbing technology.
Q5. How can IPA encourage young professionals to adopt good plumbing practices?
By catching them young and make them aware about the signicant role plumbing plays in a
healthy and hygiene built environment. Hence, its very importance for us to focus more on
creating new student chapters and the curriculum for engineering colleges is also very critical.
Q6. Which are the new activities that IPA should explore in the near future?
Training, Certication and Dissemination of knowledge about new products in this eld.
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IPA DEBATE CLUB QUESTION 6 (IPADCQ - 6)
Compiled by: BSA Narayan, Convener, IPA Technical Commi ee

IPA DEBATE CLUB QUESTION 6 (IPACQ-6)
1. What is Terminal Velocity and Terminal Length in
designing of High-Rise Drainage, Waste and Vent (DWV)
and Storm Water System. How do we calculate the
same?
2. Will excessive velocities occur/develop in the DWV stack
of high-rise buildings and as a plumbing engineer how
are you going to take care of these velocities at the base
of the stack to prevent being broken or blow out.

Response 1:
As soon as the soil or waste water enters the vertical
stack, it is immediately accelerated at higher velocity (at
the rate of 9.8 meter per second) and in a very short
distance it forms a sheet around the inner wall of the
pipe. It can be simply described as a hollow cylinder of
water. This sheet of water, with a core of air in the center,
continues to accelerate until the frictional force exerted
by the pipe wall on the falling sheet of water equals the
gravitational force. The frictional force varies as the
square of the velocity and thus resistance to ow is very
rapidly increased.
From the point where frictional force equals
gravitational force, the sheet of water will continue to
fall at a velocity which remains practically unchanged.
This ultimate vertical velocity is called “terminal
velocity,” and the distance in which this maximum
velocity is achieved is called the “terminal length”.
Terminal length indicates that the sheet of water falling
through the height of one story (one oor height) or a
little more, attains its terminal velocity in all practical
cases which simplies the application of the theory
presented.
Also for more clarity following image represent cross
section of stack owing at design capacity in which
three fourth (3/4) lled with air and one fourth (1/4)
lled with sheet of water.

Pipe

Core of Air
3/4th

Sheet of Water
1/4th

Cross section of stack owing at design capacity

To put it in a nutshell,
When the water ows into a stack then it sticks to
the pipe wall in the form of a sheet with a central
core of air. The sheet of water continues to
accelerate downward and achieve a velocity known
as Terminal Velocity.
The distance that the sheet travels to achieve the
terminal velocity is known as Terminal Length.
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Calculation of Terminal Velocity and Terminal Length:
Following are the formulae used to determine the terminal velocity and terminal length in the stack:
Terminal velocity formula:
VT = 3.0 x (Q/d) 2/5

Terminal Length formula:
LT = 0.052 x VT2
Terminal Length formula:
LT = 0.052 x VT2

where
VT = Terminal velocity in stack (metre/second)
Q = Quantity rate of ow (litre /second)
d = Diameter of stack (millimeter)
where
LT = Terminal length below point of ow entry (metre)
VT = Terminal velocity in stack (metre/second)
where
LT = Terminal length below point of ow entry (metre)
VT = Terminal velocity in stack (metre/second)

Note: Terminal velocity is approximately 3 m to 4.50 metre/second and this velocity is attained at 3.0m to 4.50 m) of
the fall from the point of entry which is terminal length
Dr. S. Virapan
Chairman and Managing Director
Sanvir Associates Building Services Consultant
Life Member IPA Code: L158

Response 2:
The terminal velocity(V) & terminal length(L) in DWV & storm water system is calculated by following formula:

V=3*(q/d)^(2/5)
L=0.052*(V^2)

where
V=terminal velocity(FPS)
L=terminal length below point of ow entry(ft)
q= ow rate (gpm)
d= stack dia (inch)

Applying above formulas for various pipe sizes & ow rates, it can be established that terminal velocity is achieved at
approximately 10-15 FPS i.e. 3-4.5 m/s. And the same is achieved within 10-15 ft i.e. 3-4.5 mtrs of fall from the point
of entry.
Niraj Choudhary
Designation: Sr. Executive at Astral Pipes
IPA Professional Membership No. : PM/03/2021/78
QUESTION 2: Will excessive velocities occur / develop in the DWV stack of high rise buildings and as a plumbing
engineer how are you going to take care of these velocities at the base of the stack to prevent being broken or
blown out?
No, Excessive velocities will not develop in the DWV stack of high rise buildings.
Response 1: No special provisions are required for tremendous velocities and no special precautions are required to
protect the base tting. Excessive velocities just do not occur! Depending upon the rate of ow from the branch drain
into the stack, the type of stack tting, the diameter of the stack, and the ow down the stack from upper levels, the
‘discharge from the branch may or may not entirely ll the cross-section of the stack at the point of entry.
Applying the formulas indicated in Question number 1 for terminal velocity and terminal length for various size stacks
it is found that terminal velocity is achieved at approximately 3 to 4.5 metre per second and this velocity is achieved
within 3 metre to 4.5 metre of fall from point of entry.
Researches demonstrate that the terminal velocity in high rise buildings does not increase very greatly. The velocity at
the base of the stack in 100 storied building which is 300 m high is only slightly greater than the terminal velocity in a
three-storied building which will be 9m height.
Therefore, it destroys the myth that water falling in a stack from a great height will destroy the tting at the base of
the stack.
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Concerns: Stack will have more water and the pipe with
greater weight requires more support with proper
clamp at each oor level. Hence Plumbing engineer to
ensure proper support at each oor level to take care of
weight.

CONCLUSION

References:

• Mr. Virapan and Mr Niraj Choudhary clearly
explained the question no. 1 and Question no 2 very
elaborately with all the formulae used to determine
the Terminal Velocity and the distance in which this
maximum velocity is achieved i.e. Terminal Length.

1. S.G. Deolalikar – Plumbing Design and Practice
2. F. M. Dawson and A. A. Kalinske -- “Report on
Hydraulics and Pneumatics of Plumbing Drainage
System”
3. R. S. Wyly and H. N. Eaton -- “Capacities. of Plumbing
Stacks in Buildings”
Dr. S. Virapan
Chairman and Managing Director
Sanvir Associates Building Services Consultant
Life Member IPA Code: L158
Response 2 : From the above analysis, it can be
concluded that max. velocity reached by waste water in
stack is 4.5 m/s & the same is attained within 4.5 mtrs
(1.5 oors) after entry. As soon as the water enters the
stack, it is immediately accelerated downward by the
force of gravity and in a very short distance it forms a
sheet around the inner wall of the pipe. This sheet of
water continues to accelerate until the frictional force
exerted by the pipe wall on the falling sheet of water
equals the gravitational force. From this point
downward, the sheet of water will fall at a velocity that
remains practically unchanged. So, the velocity at the
base of high rise stack is only slightly greater than the
velocity at the base of a three-story stack. This proves
that excessive velocities will not occur in high rise stacks
& no special measures are required to prevent pipes
from being broken or blow out. Velocity breakers which
are often provided in high rise stacks, are therefore not
actually required. Rather, they act as point of blockage &
create pressure imbalances inside stack.

• The frequently asked question for plumbing Design
Engineers is that extremely high velocities develop in
the stack of high rise buildings and how do you take
care for these velocities at the base of the stack.

• Utmost care to be taken by the Design Engineers not
to provide stack offsets at an angle greater than 45
degrees. At this point, the ow will be at a relatively
high velocity and if the slope of horizontal pipe is not
adequate to maintain the velocity of ow, the depth
of ow suddenly increases and lls up the cross
sectional area of the pipe. This sudden rise in depth
causes hydraulic jump, less jump occurs if the
horizontal drain is larger in size than the stack. This
can be avoided by providing proper venting to the
system.
• It is also very important that the xtures on the oor
above ( i.e one oor above )the offset should not be
connected to the stack. It has to be brought
separately and connect to the horizontal pipe.
• These xtures should be separately piped and
connected to the horizontal offset more than 10
stack diameter downstream of the horizontal pipe or
the vertical pipe therein with 600mm below the
horizontal offset. These are clearly explained in the
NBC and any other standard books.
B. S. A. NARAYAN
Convener, Technical Committee (TC)

Niraj Choudhary
Sr. Executive at Astral Pipes
IPA Professional Membership No. : PM/03/2021/78

About Debate Club
Questions of importance to plumbing professionals would be published periodically in IPT, with the view to get
opinions/ clarications.
IPA Debate Club was an established column earlier but was discontinued for some time.
Through the Debate Club, IPA wants to involve all for the benet of the plumbing fraternity. Answers duly vetted
by IPA Technical Committee would be published in IPT. The decision of IPA TC would not be subject to any
challenge or counter claim.
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Questions of importance to plumbing professionals would be
published periodically in IPT, with the view to get opinions/
clarications.
IPA Debate Club was an established column earlier but was
discontinued for some time.
Through the Debate Club, IPT wants to involve all for the benet
of the plumbing fraternity.
Answers, duly vetted by IPA Technical Committee would be
published in I PT. The decision of the IPA TC would not be subject
to any challenge or counter claim.
Name of the responding person, whose answer is close to the
correct answer, would also be printed in I PT. The decision of the
IPA TC would not be subject to any challenge or counter claim.
Name of the responding person, whose answer is close to
the correct answer, would be printed in I PT.
Convener, IPA Technical Committee

IPA DEBATE CLUB QUESTION 7 (IPADCQ-7)
Q. 1 What are the criteria for selection and installation of water hammer arrestor
in and hydraulically designed water supply distribution system for large
facilities.
Q. 2 Design criteria to be adopted for connecting symphonic drainage piping
outlet to rainy filters prior to connecting terrace rain water to the collection
sump @Ground / basement level.
Please send in your replies (along with full Name, Designation, IPA Membership No.
and contact details) latest by 30th April to

acep@indianplumbing.org
with a cc to
vicepresident@indianplumbing.org
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Welcome

NEW MEMBERS

LIFE MEMBERS
L-4052
Mr. Naresh Kumar
Proprietor
Trishla Agencies
Y 98, 3rd Lane, Bharathinagar,
1st Street, Thyagarajanagar,
Chennai – 600017 Tamilnadu.
Ph:044-28341919/044-28341818
M: +919500072626
E: trishlache@gmail.com

L-4057
Mr. Prashant N. Pandya
Proprietor
TWG Planning & Construction
Consultancy Services
A-415, Supath 2, Opp. Old Wadaj Bus
Terminus, Usmanpura
Ahmedabad - 380 013, Gujarat
M: +919727718811
E: twg@twgindia.co.in

L-4053
Mr. Tushar Patel
Partner
Biorock India Sewage Treatment Plant LLP.
38/1, Panchratna Indl Estate,
Sarkhej-Bavla Road, Changodar,
Ahmedabad – 382213, Gujarat
M: +919998820560
E: tushar@biorock.in

L-4058
Mr. A. Srinivas
Vice President
My Home Constructions Pvt. Ltd.
Block 1, 1st Floor, My Home Hub,
Hitec City, Madhapur,
Hyderabad – 500 081 Telangana
Ph : 040-66398604, M : +919848624131
E : er.srinivasa@myhomeconstructions.com

L-4054
Mr. Neelesh Shamkant Malushte
Partner - Malushte Steel & Pipes
1977, Ram Lane, Ratnagiri,
Ratnagiri – 415612, Maharashtra
Ph: 02352-221044
M : +919422430044
E: nilesh.malushte@gmail.com

L-4059
Mr. Raju B. Munni
General Manager
My Home Constructions Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No. 56, H.No. 24-256-68,
Subash Nagar, IDA Tedimella,
Near Sri Lakshyamaya Global School,
Hyderabad – 500055, Telangana
M: +919100943521
E: rajubmunni@gmail.com

L-4055
Mr. Srikanta Behera
Director - Hydraulics & Primemovers
Industries
Plot No. 131, Cuttack Road,
1st Floor, Opp. Andhra Bank,
Bhubaneswar – 751006, Odisha
PH : 0674-257041
M :+919437211544
E: hydraulics1967@yahoo.com
L-4056
Mr. S K Tiwari
CEO - Hitech Drilling Engineers
The Sapphire, 410 - 4th Floor,
Uppal Southend, Sector - 49
Gurgaon - 122 018, Haryana
Ph: 0124-4263468
M : +919873933468
E: hitechdrilling@gmail.com

L-4060
Mr. Kempula Mahender
Senior Engineer
My Home Constructions Pvt. Ltd.
AFCONS Prestige, H.No. 49-285/B/305,
Padmanagar, Phase-1, Chintal,
Hyderabad – 500054, Telangana
M : +919700969647
E : mahender0250@gmail.com
L-4061
Mr. Debananda Padhihari
Senior Engineer
My Home Constructions Pvt. Ltd.
Flat No. 305, Willowisa Complex,
Usha Kiran Road, Jyothi Colony,
Isnapur, Sangareddy,
Hyderabad – 502 001, Telangana
M : +916281693941
E : devanandap109@gmail.com

L-4062
Mr. Ankt Ashtankar
Project Engineer - V.K. Associates
P-70, 1st Floor, Old Snehnagar,
Behind Santaji College, Wardha Road,
Nagpur- 440015, Maharashtra
M : +918055694289
E : ad.ashtankar@gmail.com
L-4063
Mr. Naveen Puli
Managing Partner
Design Hub Consulting Engineers & Services
# 466, 1st Floor, 12th Cross,
25th Main, J.P. Nagar, 1st Phase,
Bengaluru – 560 078. Karnataka
Ph : 080-48523009
M : +919611231009
E: naveenpuli@dhces.com
L-4064
Mr. H. N. Nagesh
Managing Director
H. M. N. Techconsultants Pvt. Ltd.
# 23, Sri Sai Arcade, Old (474),
45th Cross, 8th Block, Jayanagar,
Near Sangam Circle,
Bengaluru – 560082. Karnataka
Ph : 080-48526093
M : +919845058642
E : hmnagesh@hmntechnoconsultants.com
L-4065
Mr. N. Madana Mohan Reddy
Managing Director
S V Marketing India Pvt. Ltd.
# 885/25, 2nd Floor, 28th Main,
9th Block, Jayanagar,
Bengaluru – 560069. Karnataka
Ph : 080-26650200
M : +919880700800
E : info@svmarketingindia.com
L-4066
Mr. Fakhruddin. H
Partner- Hateemy Sales Corporation
279/133, Thambu Chetty Street, Opp. TNEB,
Chennai – 600001. Tamilnadu
Ph : 044-42160967
M :+919094057786
E : info@hateemy.com

L-4067
Mr. Karthikeyan R.
Director Megha Engineers
S1 Second Floor, Block II,
Somasundaram Apartment,
Somasundaram Street,
Gayathri Nagar Extension, Medavakkam
Chennai - 600 100. Tamil Nadu
M : +919444752227/+919842537279
E : karthik@mehaengineers.com
L-4068
Mr. S. Arul Murugan
Director Kausi Technical Services Pvt. Ltd.
No. 39, B4, Chakrapani Colony, North
Parade Road, St. Thomas Mount,
Chennai – 600016. Tamilnadu
Ph : 044-48613500
M : +919176991714
E : arul@kausitech.com
L-4069
Mr. Abodh Pankaj Apte
Project Engineer Amar Builders
A-24, Devi Chambers Society,
Bund Garden Road, Next to Ashoka
Mall Pune - 411 001. Maharashtra
M : +918149292929
E : abodhapte@rediffmail.com
L-4070
Mr. DilipKumar Arvindkumar Patel
Associate Professor
S. V. National Institute of Technology Surat
A-901, Staff Quarters, Type - V, Svnit
Campus, Ichchhanath,
Surat - 395 007. Gujarat
M : +919998277731
E : dilipapatel@rediffmail.com
L-4071
Mr. Jayant Pandharinath Bhinge
Proprietor Jayant Bhinge Consulting
Engineers
Utkarsh Bungalow, Opp. Govt. Milk
Scheme, Behind Yamaha Showroom,
Trimbak Road, Nashik - 422 002.
Maharashtra
Ph : 0253-2578532
M : +919422271284
E : jbhinge2@gmail.com
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Welcome

NEW MEMBERS

CORPORATE MEMBERS
L-4072
Mr. Arun Shankarrao Borgave
Executive Engineer
Maharashtra Housing and Area
Development Authority
Bunglow No. 23, Kumar-Parishad,
Wadgaonsheri,
Pune – 411014. Maharashtra
M : +919370978158
E : arunborgave@gmail.com
L-4073
Mr. Kishor V. Chiddarwar
Architect
"Himalaya Enclave", Plot No. 1, N.A.
Road, L.A.D. College Square, Shivaji
Nagar, Nagpur – 440010. Maharashtra
Ph : 0712-2249739
M : +919823011094
E : kvchiddarwar@yahoo.co.in
L-4074
Mr. H. Sivanandan
Proprietor - Shivas Builders
HAL 4 B, J D Maithiri Apartments,
145 PV Rajamannar Salai, K K Nagar,
Chennai – 600078. Tamilnadu
M : +919841298084
E : shivasbuilders@gmail.com
L-4075
Mr. Sukanta Chandra Naik
Engineer
H. No. 1440, 3rd Floor, Gali No. 41,
DDA Flat, Madangir,
New Delhi – 110062. Delhi
M : +919910491768
E: sukanta.naik2014@gmail.com
L-4076
Mr. Vijay Khanderao More
852, A Ward, Shivaji Peth
Vanire Lane Kolhapur - 416 0012.
Maharashtra
M : +919673387876
E : vijay6838@gmail.com
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L-4077
Mr. Kapil prakash Bairagi
Director - Hydragen MEP Consultants
& Trainers
201-202, Autosys Indore, Sapphire
Square, Tower Chouraha,
Indore - 452001. MP
M : +919769729637
E : kapil@hydrogenmep.com

C-453
Mr. Rakesh Sharma
Gen. Manager- Kiran Infra Tech
B-141-A, Road No. 9D, VKI Area,
Jaipur - 302013. Rajasthan
Ph : 0141-2330305
M : +919829959625
E : sales@geminipipes.com
PROFESSIONAL MEMBERS

L-4078
Mr. Jai Sanghavi
Sica Plastic Machinery
B 315-316, Damji Shamji Corp Square,
Laxmi Nagar, Ghatkopar East Mumbai – 400075. Maharashtra
Ph : 022-62231691
M : +919619140918
E : jai@sicaindia.com

PM/04/2021/80
Mr. Ashok Pillai
Building Services Engineer
Archgroup Consultant
Gokulam, KLRA 9 NSS Lane, Jagathy
Trivandrum – 695 014. Kerala
M :+919567447684
E : minash31@gmail.com

L-4079
Mr. Amit Ajay Sanklecha
Proprietor - Assam Hydraulics
99, Viraj Colony, Near Saideep
Hospital, Nagar-Shirdi Road
Ahmednagar - 414 003. Maharashtra
M : +919923143334
E : amit.sanklecha@aasanindia.com

PM/04/2021/81
Mr. Niraj Choudhary
MEP Engineer –
Senior Executive - Astral Pipes
203, Akshat Apartments, Near LG
Corner, Maninagar
Ahmedabad – 380 008. Gujarata
M :+919909394306
E : niraj28688@gmail.com

L-4080
Ms. Vibhuti Bhatt
Director - One Advertising &
Communication Services Ltd.,
5th Floor, Avdesh House, Opp.
Gurudwara, S G Highwaay, Bokakdev
Ahmedabad - 380 054. Gujarat
M : +919824079734
E : vibhutibhatt@oneadvt.com
L-4081
Mr. Dinesh G Bhojwani
Anil Corner / The Home
The Home, Plot No. 48,
Hill Road Between Ravi Nagar &
Ram Nagar, Gokul Pet,
Nagpur - 440 010. Maharashtra
M : +919823054629
E : anilcorner@hotmail.com

PM/04/2021/83
Mr. Varun Thakkar
Manager-Projects
SHK Polymers Industries
A41, Yash Towers, Anandnagar Road,
Near Sachin Towers,
Opposite Hasubhai Park
Ahmedabad – 380 015. Gujarat
M : +917567083721
E : thakkarvarun3@gmail.com
PM/04/2021/84
Mr. Sunil Kumar Chauhan,
Director, Numero Ichi Professionals
Pvt. Ltd.,
House No. 4259, Sector - 23 A,
In Front of NC University,
Gurgaon – 122 017. Haryana
E : sunil_k_chauhan@rediffmail.com
PM/04/2021/85
Ar. Himanshu Poptani
Architect
B-22, Sector – 4, Devendra Nagar,
Raipur – 492 009. Chhattisgarh
M : +919827111151
E : aakaarhimanshu@gmail.com
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